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Fulton,

42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

column today to those fabulously interesting
political campaigns of Tuesday but first—
(as the TV commercial says) I've simply got
to comment on an even more fantastically
interesting letter I received from some members of the South Fulton High Faculty regarding my personal comments on all and
sundry road blocks held here through the
years—more than 25 years of them.
In all fairness to the South Fulton High
School Faculty members, who apparently
were indignant over my article, and regrettably transmitted that indignation to many
of the students, who also just happen to be
our friends, I am going to publish the letter
I received. We believe in a free press, yessiree, even if our dental work does get knocked around a bit.

A Column Revisited

they are hazardous, undignified, ungracious.
I regret that the teachers objected to
my use of the word "loot" in connection with
the monies received from a road block. But
somehow I identify loot with hi-jacking, and
really isn't a road block just a subtle form of
that nefarious practice?
aliMamm••••.•••

Actually I marvel at the poor judgment
the letter at all. As
Lyndon Johnson would say:"I've gone to the
well with most of those people on many occasions." But again, it's like the old sheriff
said to Alben Barkley "But what have you
done for me lately?"

of writing and sending

Much Ado About Nothing
I honestly wish the faculty members
had done with that letter what we do with a
controversial editorial. We write it one day,

let it rest on our desk for a night, read it
over and then wonder how we could have
gotten all fired up about the subject.
Virgil Yates and the people who signed
that letter know full well that I have the
highest regard for all of them. Neither I, nor
anyone in this community, would ever
dream of hinting that they were not the
hardest working, most honest, most honorable, most dedicated people in these twin
cities.
And what's more I still think so!
NOTE TO MANY SOUTH FULTON
school parents. No, we will not publish any
petitions signed by you indicating that you
agree with our remarks. It's as I said, I was
not talking about South Fulton, I did not
mention South Fulton, and I'm not ready to
use what little space I have left to talking
about politics.
And h-e-e-e-r-e-e-e's the letter:
SOUTH FULTON ETKNI SCHOOL
South Fulton, Tennessee 42041
October 30, 1970
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
Fulton, Ky. 42041

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
In regard to your acticle from " Jo's
Notebook" which appeared in October 29 issue of the Fulton County News, we, the
teachers of South Fulton High School have
this to say.
Each faculty member is a sponsor of a
home room, organization, or group at the
school, and in this position is responsible for
the money collected therein. In the front office of the school, there is a general ledger
open to all students, parents, faculty, or any
other interested person. In this ledger is an
account for every penny that is dispersed on
school matters.
(Continued On Page Six)
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War On Poverty, Urban Renewal
Set Guidelines For Understanding

Letter From South Fulton Teachers
Gee, I was going to devote my whole

I am going to insist that after you read
the letter I received from the South Fulton
teachers, that you go back and read my remarks of last week.
You are going to be shocked to realize
that I made absolutely no mention of the recent South Fulton Homecoming Queen contest road block. Nor did I mention any Fulton High School Homecoming Queen contest
road block, nor ANY particular road block
for any particiular fund-raising roadblock
ever held here.
I said, as did Paul in his editorial, that

SECTIONS

Mr. Dobbins

Innes Dobbins, Formerly Of
Fulton Gets High Position
Innes W. Dobbins, Jr., a former Fultonian,
was installed as President of the Kentucky Bankers Association recently at a banquet where Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale was speaker.

An apparent lack of communi- dents of the area. It was well atcation between the local officials tended and extremely harmonirepresenting two high-level Fed- ous," Mrs. Bushart told the News.
eral agencies has brought some "We gave them every bit of intop-ranking officials of both de- formation we had on urban repartments into Fulton for the newal guidelines on relocation, on
past several weeks.
public housing, and property apThe controversy made page praisals," she added.
one of the Louisville CourierShe advised that during the
Journal last Sunday. A represen- term of office of Mike Shapiro,
tative of that newspaper sat in on former director of the MREOC,
sotne of the meetings.
there were frequent meetings
The story is that the Missis- with former executive director of
sippi River Council of the Office urban renewal Rollin Shaw, the
of pconomic Opportunity (War On Mayor and others concerned.
Poverty) and the Fulton Urban
Moreover, Mrs. Bushart re• Renewal Agency appear to be en- vealed, there has been a position
gaged in an alleged communica- available with the Fulton Urban
tion and credibility gap as to what Renewal Agency for a "re-location
will happen to the nearly 50 resi- officer," but no funds with which
dents of the urban renewal area, to pay his salary. Mrs. Bushart is
wipo own their homes in the pro- serving as acting executive direcposed urban renewal location.
tor in a volunteer capacity. The
Rev. Rufus Adkins, the new- office staff includes a single secly appointed director of the four- retary, on duty five days a week.
co(inty poverty agency has chargWhile Mayor Tripp and Mrs.
ed that the ten-year old urban re- Bushart have given a tacit agreenewal planning has been done ment to Mr. Stone that all inforwithout consultation with the mation concerning the residents
area's residents, known as Mis- will be made available to them,
sionary Bottoms, and that some according to Stone's request, they
families will be left homeless, also advised that in the immediate
their properties undersold at be- future a relocation officer will be
low market prices, and some will housed in an office at the site lobe forced to live in public housing cation to answer all questions
against their wishes,
from affected residents and to as• Meanwhile, Franklin Stone, sist them with property and rechairman of the Mississippi River location matters.
Economic Opportunity Council
The News learned at press
(Fulton,"Hickman, Carlisle and time on Wednesday that while the
Ballard counties) has written to representatives of the two local
Mayor Nelson Tripp setting forth Federal agencies are attempting
certain guidelines of information to polarize their differences, a
requested by his agency to keep high-level movement is afoot to
an easy flow of information read- make an indepth study of the
ily available for all affected resi- operation and structure of the
dents in the area.
four-county war on poverty.
The transfer of a Fulton comIn interviews with Mrs. Ward
munity
action worker to Clinton
Bushart, chairman and executive
director of the Fulton Urban Re- and the dismissal of a secretary,
by Rev. Adkins, which he exnewal Agency, with Mayor Tripp
plains as a maternity leave,
and with members of the urban
has triggered some concern as to
renewal board, the charges made
whether the board of directors of
by Adkins and Stone have been
labelled as completely without the four-county 0E0,(predominantly Black) is structured along
foundation.
agency guidelines; whether the
"On September 29, 1969, a pubhighly inflammatory remarks
lic hearing was held with resi(Continued On Page Six)

Fulton Jaycees
Plan Dinner Fn.r
FPrm Member
Brady Williamson. 'Ain
and Mrs. R. J. William -0. • .
Route 4. Fulton, has been
ecl Fulton County's Outstm :•
Young Farmer of 1970 by •
Fulton Jaycees.
Williamson will be honey
November 12 during the
roes' meeting at the Travel-r';
Inn Restaurant in South Fulton.
Williamson, 29. farms I
acres, including 222 of his 01, n.
413 rented, and 543 which '1,,
owns with his father. He 1-1,
936 acres in crops and 242 ]n
grazing land.
One of the first Fulton Co-sty farmers to use aerial s.e
ing. Williamson is using of' 'r
modern farming techniques
such as low-till planting.
Williamson has been a me':her of the Fulton County Far'
Bureau for the past nine yea'.'.
lie is also a member of 11•,‘
Sportsmen's Club and former
publicity chairman for the Ja-cees. He attends the Fir,t
Methodist Church of Fulton.

Fulton County
District Is
Again Winner

The Fulton County Soil and
Water Conservation District
won the District Newsletter
Contest in the State. The award
was presented at the Kentucky
Association of Soil and Water
Conservation Districts TwentySeventh Annual Convention at
Cumberland Falls State Park
at Corbin. Kentucky, October
7 and 8, 1970.
This was the second time the
District has won the contest in
as many years. The District
has published a Newsletter for
three years. The Newsletters
reach almost 400 farmers,
schools and many others in the
county.
The award was received by
Charles A. Everett, member of
the Fulton County S. W. C. D.
Charles and his wife, Evelyn,
represented the District from
Fulton County. The Everetts.
who live near Cayce, traveled
farther than any other District
-Supervisor to attend the convention. Also attending from
Fulton County was Wayne
Johnson, District Conservationist with the U. S. D. A. - Soil
Conservation Service, and his
wife. Patricia.
Other members of the Fulton
Looking back over 38 years loaned me the money to put in in it and wanted to make it Rogers. He said his busy
sea- and converted to a warehouse.County District are Charles
In the grocery business, the the cash register when I open- grow."
sons are from mid-November "We can't remember birth- Wright, Chairman; Roy M.
E. W. James family might be ed up," James asid.
David attended Murray State to mid-February for furs, and days, but we can remember Taylor, Sec.-Treas.;
Clint Workreminded of that television
Billy Joe, called "B. J." by University, majoring in busi- October through January for openings of
stores," David man, member; and Cecil
commercial refrain, "You've his family, started working at ness administration with spec- pecans.
joked.
Barnett,
member.
come a long, long way."
his father's store in 1937, when ial attention to accounting. AfE. W. James and Mrs.
he was six years old. "We all ter graduating in 1966, he work- James said that in an average
season, he buys and sells 35.000 James, the former Maggie
In 1934, E. W. James start- had to work then to make a
ed at South Fulton until he was pounds of pecans, but that
CRIME CLOCK
in Bruce, live at 100 Carroll Street
ed his first grocery in West living," E. W. James stated.
Hickman. He had two employes Billy Joe said he filled shop- drafted three months later. He 1944, his best year. he handled in Hickman. B. J. and David
The
Public Safety Departserved "two years, ten months, two million pounds. He said
and carried 250 items on his ping bags, stacked shelves, and
his have homes in Union City, ment's "crime clock" study,
and
four
days"
in
the
Army,
where
they
maintain
offices in based on the most complete
company was one of Kenshelves. "When I started, 250 did whatever else he could.
reitems in a store was a lot of "The grocery business was all and when he rejoined E. W. tucky's leading fur dealers the store. Their father still oc- ports ever received from law
James and Sons in 1969, he was from 1940 to 1955, annually cupies his office in the wareitems," he said.
officers throughout the state,
I knew," he said.
elected treasurer.
buying and selling as many as house.
shows that a murder was comNow E. W. James and Sons
When
they
have
time
away
500,000
seven
pelts
After
states,
from
graduated
he
was
from
Markets
mitted in Kentucky on the
in
Super
David said his office includes
Hickman,
South Fulton, and Union City Fulton County High School in the responsibilities of controll- but that in 1969 he sold only from the business. B. J. and average of one every 29 hours
carry 9,000 items. "The best 1948, B. J. became manager er, accountant, and personnel 58,000. He blamed the reduc- David said they both like to during the first six months of
merchandise available in the of the West Hickman store. In manager._ His signature is on tions partly on fewer trees— play golf and to jog. David also 1976.
United States," E.• W. James 1956, he was promoted to gen- the payroll checks. "If a sales- both pecan trees and timber- likes to ride a motorcycle, and
stated. They employ 125 per- eral manager of the E. W. man comes to me. I direct him land, now cleared away, which B. J. added that he enjoys
ATTEND CONFERENCE
sons. From $25,000 sales in the James chain—then consisting to Billy Joe. I don't even talk fur-bearing animals used to in- traveling. B. J. has visited
Iran, Lebanon, England, and
habit.
first year of operation, sales of stores in West Hickman, to him," he said.
James (Buck) Menees, FulGreece in the last few years.
Billy
Joe
said
and
they
David
/
2 million Union City, and on Main Street
have climbed to $41
As president of the company,
ton County Judge, and Mrs.
In 1969. Joining company in Hickman, which was opened E. W. James said he clears all are connected only with the
According to David, "The
president E. W. James, 67, at in 1942 and closed in 1958. As major decisions his sons make grocery chain and have no in- store is Dad's hobby." E. W. Menees, attended the Civil Dethe top are his sons: Billy Joe. general manager, B. J. said, before they can become final. terest in furs or pecans. "Be- James agreed, "My whole fense Annual Conference held
this past wek end at Barkley
39, vice president and general he controls advertising, buying, But the three men insisted they sides, furs are too dangerous," heart and soul is in the
busimanager, and David, 28, treas- ordering produce, and pricing have no serious disagreements. David said. "You have to know ness." But he said he likes Lodge. New officers were elected, and former Governor, Edshipments.
what you're doing, and we baseball and tries
urer.
to attend ward Breathitt was the guest
David was introduced to the "We talk out all our disagree- don't."
E. W. James said he learned
ments
gameS.
and
He
arrive
at
a
solufavors
the
St.
Louis
speaker.
the grocery business from his business the same way as Billy tion," David said.
Billy Joe said the Main Street Cardinals because they are
brother-in-law, the late Joe Joe, working after school FriBilly Joe added, "Dad has store, their first attempt to ex- close, be said.
Rogers, when he started work- days and on Saturdays—but always kept up with the times pand, was closed because
CHILDREN'S CLINIC
Looking toward the future,
there
ing for Rogers in 1919. Rogers with less enthusiasm, he admit- in grocery merchandising I wasn't enough business
in James said he is considering
ted.
"I
tried
to
stay
away
The
from'
Crippled Children's Comwas making money, but he
think that's one reason for his Hickman to support two E. W. retiring next year. David said mission will
hold a clink at the
didn't like the grocery business it," he said. "A boy likes to be success."
James stores. They opened in they would like to expand to a Grace Episcopal
out
playing
ball,
you
know.
Church, 000
and wanted to sell it James
E. W. James Is also sole con- Union City in June 1954, in chain of 10 or 15 stores when Broadway, Paducah
on Nosaid.
"But I got up to an age troller of the company's fur South Fulton in May 1965, and money becomes available.
vember
11.
Dr.
Richard
Roth,
And what about the third
"I Wanted to buy it, but I where I realized what an op- and pecan interests, which have their present Hickman store in
neurologist and Dr. James
didn't have the money. Joe portunity it was, what Dad had been sidelines for him since he September 1965. The West generation?
Shumaker, pediatrician, will be
sold It to me on credit and built up. I become interested learned both trades from Joe Hickman store was then closed
(CsAtInued on Pam Six)
the examining phyaicians.
Mr. Dobbins was born in
Fulton. the son of Mr. and Mrs. rector in March 1954; execuInnes Dobbins, Sr. He gradu- tive vice president in January
ated from Fulton High School 1965. and in
January 1967 beand received his B. S. in Eco- came president of the
nomics from the University of 000,000 Liberty National $300,Bank
Louisvilla in 1930. Mrs. Dobbins and Trust Company of
Louisis the former *me- Cooper ville.
Parker, of Louisville. They
In addition to his banking
have three children, Anne
Cooper, Innes W., III, and interests, he is a director of
the
Business Development CorStephen Adams.
For some time Mr. nines has poration, and member of its
been president of the Liberty Executive Committee; vice
National Bank and Trust Com- chairman - board of directors
of Sts. Mary and Elizabeth
pany of Louisville.
He began his banking career Hospital.
in January 1931 with the First
He is a member of the board
National-Kentucky Trust Com- of Kosair Crippled Children
pany of Louisville. On May 1, Hospital; member, L. C. A.
1933 he joined the staff of Li- Board, director, University of
berty National, Louisville, and Louisville Associates; consultadvanced to assistant vice pres- ant for the Urban Renewal
ident in December 1939; man- Commission; member of the
ager of the Mortgage Loan Kentucky Chamber of ComDepartment in December 1939; merce and Louisville Real
vice president in June 1938; di- Estate Board.

Family Business? E. W.James & Sons Are Super Clan
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Musings From

U0E-GI'S CDR tiER.

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

The Philosopher
"JUST LIKE US"

JUDGED BY THE COMPANY ONE KEEPS

It May Sound Funny, But Tomorrow's
Synthetic Foods Could Be Healthier For You
Beef stew that never saw a
stockyard; bacon that never heard
an oink. Both were born in the
soybean field, then flavored, textured and colored to look like
meat.
These synthetic foods are
spreading into supermarkets and
larders. Their coming may , be
good news for soybean growers
and for consumers—and bad news
for cattlemen and dairymen.
The significance of the synthetic foods was underscored recently by a leading public health
official, who called on the food
industry to "engineer a safe diet"
for Americans.
Dr. George James, president
and dean of the Mt. Sinai School
of Medicine in New York, said
there is enough evidence linking
high levels of cholesterol in the
blood with heart disease to justify
changing the nation's diet habits
by reducing fat.content and saturated •fat in foods — by providing
synthetic foods that may be more
nutritional.
Already a good part of the
population is exposed to the simulated foods. Inmates of 'institutions., diners-out and even the
housewife buying "vegetable protein 'bacon' bits" are eating them.
Many of the big food suppliers are
already in the market and others
are doing research on such things
as artificial cream cheese and synthetic' eggs.
The materials have a long list
of names: Analogs, synthetics, extenders, simulated •foods. "Artificial foods- is the choice favored
by opponents of the whole thing.
:lilt whatever they are called, they
nearly all vegetable proteins
Iressed up to look and taste like
neat protein.
The Wall Street Journal re-(11tly estimated the volume of
the analogs this year would be S I0
million, three times as much as in
1965. And it cited a market survey
;Itowing probable 1980 sales of
to S2 billion.
The main selling point of the

%food ono of Kentucky's "Bost All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Socond-class postage paid at Futtost,
12041
A—el-dross all mail (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rohn: $3.00 per year In Fulton,
Hkkman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Mon
Counties,
Ileenliere
Tenn.
Weakley
and
throughout the United States VIA per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sakti
Tax.
Successor of various weekly papers in Pullin
Eeli first of which was founded In INS.
Published Fifty Thursdays of This Tow it
781 Commercial Ave. Pullen, Ky. 43,041

When I was far from sober,

synthetic foods will be price, aimed at producing analogs for half
the cost of animal meat. But they
have other argument's going for
them, such as ease of preparation.
Makers also can claim uniform
quality from one batch to another,
with every "steak" as tender as
the next one. And, since the analogs are made to formula, they
can be tailored to meet diet fads.
Some might be surprised at
the palatability of present-day
analogs. Members of one dairy cooperative in Arizona, a state
where synthetic milk is legal, had
their usual glass of milk with their
monthly luncheon. Afterward, the
secretary of the cooperative told
them they had drunk synthetic
milk, at 15 cents a quart.
The synthetics fall into three
classes: Artificial foods which can
be eaten alone, extenders added to
make a little of the real thing into
a lot, and the high-protein drink
mixes for underdeveloped countries.
The food extenders for meat
• have been around for a long time,
since a $3 bushel of soybeans costs
less than the equivalent weight of
meat at 33 cents per pound. But
now the extenders are even being
used to stretch vegetable products.
Quinter Startein of Raleigh, N. C.,
says its soy and wheat flour extender for tomato paste will save
30 per cent.
A newlydeveloped method of
preparing soy or peanuts opens the
way to a tremendous expansion
of the selling possibilities for meat
extenders. The new method makes
the extenders taste and look and
feel more like the real thing. They
must still, however, be mixed with
natural foods by the packing company.
Makers say the extenders
have all the nutrition of animal
meat Vitamins and trace minerals
are added to the soy flour as it is
prepared.

In the final analysis, the success of the analogs will depend on
how well they can repeat the taste
and texture of the originals.

December 1st Deadline Nears For
Kentucky Meat Packing Plants
Kentucky is now subject to a
federal survey to determine if the
State Meat Inspection Program is
equal to federal requirements,
according to State Agriculture
Commissioner J. Robert Miller.
Miller noted that October 1
vas the date by which Kentucky's
'cleat inspection program was to
:)e "equal to" the Federal Meat Inspection Program. He said anytime after this date the State program is subject to an indepth evaluation by federal officials.
"All states must have their
programs equal to the federal program by December 15," Miller
"which has caused some confusion in regard to the October 1
deadline we set in Kentucky."
Miller pointed out that the

One night in late October,
Returning with my load with manly pride,
My feet began to stutter,
So I lay down in the gutter,
And a pig came near and lay doWn by my side;
A lady passing by was heard to say:
"You can tell a man who boozes,
By the company he chooses,"
And the pig got up and slowly walked away.
UNKNOWN

FULTON'S

Modern people have become
so accustomed to seeing characters in plays and pictures
and on television dressed in
what is supposed to be genuine
clothing of the time represented that it comes as a shock to
learn that this idea is decided.
ly modern, almost recent. Why.
David Garrick, two hundred
years ago, acted Hamlet in the
court dress of Garrick's time;
it would have been thought
queer if he had been dressed,
ever so accurately, like some
long-ago Danish prince. In
Shakespeare's time the custom
had been the same, so that
Julius Caesar struts around in
Elizabethan soldier dress, not
in toga.
Going back beyond Shakespeare's times, we find the re:tellings of the Bible stories in

Vannick's mind when she be- vast Empire as a mother and
gan her journey across the At- queen.
lantic to the shores of Greece
in search of her younger broA TEENAGER'S GUIDE TO
ther. But amidst the bloody
revolution that swept across LIFE AND LOVE, by Dr. BenSpock. Teenagers often
jamin
that troubled land, she found
herself torn by her love for the complain that the explanation
DANIEL
two men to whom she owed so of sex in books and lectures,
or even a frank talk with an
death at the battle of Trafalgar, much.
older friend, leaves them feelhis many-sided, contradictory
ing
still in the dark, cheated.
nature still captures the imagiBOMBER, by Len Deighton. And they are right. For sex, as
nation. Surprisingly little is
known about the development This is a powerful, panoramic Dr. Spock explains, cannot be
account of a bombing raid over described by words or diaof his personality, and until now
no biographer has attempted the Ruhr during World War II. grams any more than music
And in the process, the author can. With extraordinary warmfully to explain the effect on
has written a devastating in- th and wisdom, he has written
Nelson of his childhood.
dictment of war and of the me- this very special book for
chanical processes—in man and young people to give them a
E PLURIBUS BANG! by society—that perpetuate it. He complete understanding of what
David
Lippincott.
George weaves together -the lives of sex and love are in the human
Ramsey Kirk: elected to the three strangers, their lovers, being.
House of Representatives to fill their colleagues and compa1
a vacancy created by his best triots. Deighton links the parTHE DEVIL IN GOD'S OLD
friend's heart attack: appoint- ticipants through a sequence
ed to the Senate to serve out of grotesque ironies that, on a MAN, by Sue Mayes Newhall.
the term of a victim of cirrh- moonlit night, send the bomb- "A search is under way for a
osis of the liver; and finally, ers on a futile and disastrous young American GP with an
interest in surgery who can
thirty-ninth President of the mission.
work with the famed Burma
United States because the inSurgeon, Dr. Gondon S. Seacumbent, a devout Christian
QUEEN
VICTORIA,
by
grave.
Minimum appointment
Scientist, caught cold at his :nauguration. Dedicated to the Elizabeth Longford. This bril- at Seagrave's 325-bed hospital
pursuit of uncontroversial an- liantly informed and perceptive in Namkham, Burma, will be
onymity, Kirk has built a ca- narrative shows the young for two years." When Dr.
reer almost entirely on his'prel queen tormented by an unhap- Joseph F. Newhall read this
decessors' demises.'But his new py childhood, enraptured by a notice, he realized 'that here
wife, Ginger soon changes all love match, tantalized by a ass a unique opportunity. He
brief marriage, driven by the applied for the position and
that.
shock of the Prince Consort's 'was chosen. In the summer of
death into a long retirement. 1963, he left a successful mediGREEK WEDDING, by Jane Then impelled by an iron sense cal practice and with his wife
Aiken Hodge. Romance had of duty, the secluded widow Sue and three young sons flew
been the last thing in Phyllida emerges at last—to rule her to the wilds of North Burma.

jllwErry COMM'
BY LUCY
The classroom period seemed
to be a dismal failure. As each
pupil was called up by the
teacher to answer a question on
the subject under discussion,
the answer was always either
incorrect or "I don't know."
Finally the bell rang, signaling the end of the period.
"Class is dismissed," sighed
the teacher wearily, "and
please don't flap your ears on
the way out."
TUE HOUSE OF WAR, by
Catherine Gavin. A vigorous
and moving novel set in Turkey in 1922, the year of the
War of Independence, when
Kemal Ataturk, vastly out
numbered, won his great victory over King Constantine and
the Greek Generals. Against
the background of the brilliantly re-created campaign comes
the story of the strange love
which grew between Kemal and
Evelyn Barrett, an American
girl whose journalist husband
is on assignment in Turkey.
NELSON AND HIS WORLD,
by Tom Pocock. More than 150
years after Horatio Nelson's

age bins to accommodate the farm territory.
FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 23, 1925
J. E. Melton is adves.tising the Hickman
Courier for sale to the highest bidder October 23
at the Hickman Courthouse.
Prof. H. H. Mills principal of Water Valley
High School, announced that the Water Valley
fair will be held October 24th.

December 1 date is the absolute
deadline for the states to have
their programs equal to the, federMr. Cecil Hall has resigned driving the Ruthal program. State programs not. ville school truck and his place has been taken by
"equal to" will be subject to re- Lindsay Breeden, who will drive a wagon.
jection and take-over by the federal government.
The annual drive for a library fund, under
According to Dr. R. J. Hen- the capable direction of Mrs.J. R. Snow,netted a
shaw, director of the Meat Inspec- sizeable return.
tion Division, the federal survey
team will select some 30 or 35
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
plants at random from the plants
operating in Kentucky. These
OCTOBER 27, 1950
plants, he said, will be rigidly inspected, and all must meet reThe Kentucky Child Welfare program, at
quirements in order for the State present operating in only 40 of the 120 counties
program to be acceptable.
in the State, will be expanded to include Fulton
Dr. Henshaw said he is pleas- and adjacent counties within the next two weeks.
ed with the progress the meat inJennings Kearby, local attorney has been
spection program has made thus
named Fulton County chairman of the 1951
far.
•
March of Dimes Drive for 1951.
He said, "we have gone from
a zero to the point where we have
Three students from Fulton County now atenough trained men to provide in- tending Murray State Teachers College will add
spection at every plant and glamor to the fourteenth production of "Campus
slaughtering house in Kentucky." Lights", produced annually at the college. The
"In addition to making of- students are Shirley Houston, Jim James and
ficial inspections," Dr. Henshaw Shirley Maxwell.
added,'these men have been able
to work with our packers and
James L. Pryor, agricultural agent for the
slaughtering house in making Illinois Central, was elected president of the
necessary corrections, something "Friends of the Land" chapter which was organwhich would not be possible if we ized in a meeting at the Style-Mart clubhouse in
were under federal inspection Mayfield this week.
alone."
, Browder Milling Company hag added stor-

Hon. Earle C. Clements, Governor of Kentucky and Democratic candidate for the United
States Senate will pay an informal visit to Fulton
October 31.
75 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
(From the files of the Hickman Courier)

NOVEMBER 1, 1895
The change from mule to electricity in
Georgetown Street Railway System is expected
to cost $35,000.
Post Office Inspector Salmon, writing of his
ttip through southeastern Kentucky, said, "Last
night we stopped at a farm-house, consisting of a
kitchen and a bedroom, and the situation can be
imagined when I say that the family consisted of
husband, wife, three daughters and two sons.
The situation was embarrassing, and nonetheless
so the next morning, when the good housewife
stopped chewing tobacco long enough to carefully examine my hose supporters and to inquire
where I had purchased them."
Yesterday morning about 5:15 o'clock, while
most of the inhabitants of our little city were yet
asleep, we were visited by an earthquake, which
was more destructive than any previous shake
within the memory of the oldest inhabitants. For
several seconds the earth trembled violently,
houses were shaken, furniture tossed around,
chimney tops knocked off, giving the houses the
appearance of having been struck by a cyclone.
Parties up from Reelfoot Lake report that thousands of fish are to be found floating on the water,
either dead or stunned.
J. C. Flournoy, Ed Thomas and Thomas N.
Smith,lawyers from Fulton, were in the city this
week.
Next Tuesday is election day, and the polls
will be open from 7 a. m. until 4 p. m. Vote the
whole Democratic ticket from end to end. The
Paducah News says that the Democrat who
Scratches his ticket next Tuesday ought forever
afterwards to be ashamed to look an honest
rooster in the face.

dramatic form, as annual
events in many places, unconscious of there having ever
been any difference between,
how people dressed and now. In
Chaucer, back in the mid1300's, we are told specifically
by the poet that the soldiers
who took part in the great
tournament, in "The Knight's
Tale," were dressed as soldiers
dressed in Chaucer's own time.
The poet even adds that there
is nothing new under the sun,
that things are now as they
have always been.
Many years ago, when THE
GREEN PASTURES was being
played by a colored company
of unusual acting ability, some
of my own friends were disgusted that the playright had
had the characters talking and
acting like contemporary people, black and white, in some
back-country area of Louisiana. To have done otherwise
would have destroyed the highly-personal appeal of the play.
It was meant to show how
much like earth was Heaven,
with just the wicked things removed. "De Lewd" Himself
was pictured as a good old
man, one who understood and
loved his "chillun." I have
rarely felt any tenderer emotion than I did when "De
Lewd" came on the stage for
the first time; the smallest
children ran to meet him, to
hold his hand, to show how
much like a good man their
conception of Deity was. Having grown up among colored
people and white people, too,
who found their own experiences in the lives of Biblical
characters, I had no inclination
to laugh or sneer then or at
any previous reading of the
play itself. In every scene I
could have matched some event
from Sulphur Springs and
Mount Zion; and in the group
of people who came to see my
father, the doctor, I found
some of the strange childishness, the "tears of things," aS
the Latins called it, that somehow kept me from seeing only
the comic side of primitive but
honest people.
Much has been written about
the overwrought romances that
flooded the whole civilized
world in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. It is fashionable to lump all such novels
and stories and poems into one
category and sneer or laugh
cynically at the immaturities of
those times. Similarly, we have
often found amusement in the
people around us, looking with
toplifty contempt on the ignoramuses. Come now, did you
ever read a romantic novel, no
matter how mushy and tearful
it was, without keeping in your
very bones some of its best
truths? Recently, in talking to
dozens of old-timers about the
MeGuffrey Readers, I have
found that most of them admitted, even without my asking,
that many of their earliest
moral decisions to behave
themselves came from some
highly-moralized selection in
the old reader. Some matter of
daily courtesy, of tolerance of
things that are honestly done,
of dreams of better things to
be—this might be traced directly to some story that come into
our immature minds when we
needed it and stayed and developed into a portion of our
life philosophy. I admit that
many romanticists overdid
their Dreamworlds; but what
do most romancers or novelists do now with their characters? It seems that most writers, and therefote ronct readers, want to see the seamy side
of everything. We oldsters saw
plenty of that in our daily
Jives; we wanted to believe in
something better than we knew
in our little narrow world. If
transferring our feelings to
Biblical or storybook characters created livable dreams,
why sneer at the primitive way
we read our books?
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State Presses To
Remove Pollution
A hearing will be held Nov.
U by the State Water Pollution
Control Commission on a complaint that the City of Lexington is not moving fast enough
to improve its Gainesway sewage-treatment plant.
If found guilty on all counts,
the city could be fined as much
as $1000 a day—although such
a maximum penalty is rare.
The charges against Lexington
involve responsibility for the
pollution of West Hickman
Creek
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It May S'eund Funny, But Tomorrow's
Synthetic Foods Could Be Healthier For You
Beef stew that never saw a
stockyard; bacon that never heard
an oink. Both were born in the
soybean field, then flavored, textured and colored to look like
meat.
These synthetic foods are
spreading into supermarkets and
larders. Their coming may be
good news for soybean growers
and for consumers—and bad news
for cattlemen and dairymen.

December 1st Deadline Nears For
Kentucky Meat Packing Plants
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One night in late October,
When I was far from sober,

synthetic foods will be price, aimed at producing analogs for half
the cost of animal meat. But they
have other arguments going for
them, such as ease of preparation.
Makers also can claim uniform
quality from one batch to another,
with every "steak" as tender as
the next one. And, since the analogs are made to formula, they
can be tailored to meet diet fads.

Some might be surprised at
the palatability of present-day
The significance of the synanalogs. Members of one dairy cothetic foods was underscored reoperative in Arizona, a state
cently by a leading public health
where synthetic milk is legal, had
official, who called on the food
their usual glass of milk with their
industry to "engineer a safe diet"
monthly luncheon. Afterward, the
for Americans.
secretary of the cooperative told
Dr. George James, president them they had drunk synthetic
and dean of the Mt. Sinai School milk, at 15 cents a quart.
of Medicine in New York, said
The synthetics fall into three
there is enough evidence linking
Artificial foods which can
classes:
high levels of cholesterol in the
alone, extenders added to
be
eaten
blood with heart disease to justify
changing the nation's diet habits make a little of the real thing into
drink
by reducing fat content and satu- a lot, and the high-protein
underdeveloped counrated fat in foods — by providing mixes for
synthetic foods that may be more tries.
nutritional.
The food extenders for meat
have
been around for a long time,
Already a good part of the
$3 bushel of soybeans costs
since
a
population is exposed to the simuequivalent weight of
lated foods. Inmates of institu- less than the
cents per pound. But
at
33
meat
tions, diners-out and even the
now the extenders are even being
housewife buying "vegetable proused to stretch vegetable products.
tein 'bacon' bits" are eating them.
Quinter Startein of Raleigh, N. C.,
Many of the big food suppliers are
says its soy and wheat flour exalready in the market and others
tender for tomato paste will save
are doing research on such things
30 per cent.
as artificial cream cheese and synthetic eggs.
A newlydeveloped method of
preparing soy or peanuts opens the
The materials have a long list
tremendous expansion
of names: Analogs, synthetics, ex- way to a
of the selling possibilities for meat
tenders, simulated foods. "Artiextenders. The new method makes
ficial foods" is the choice favored
the extenders taste and look and
by, opponents of the whole thing.
feel more like the real thing. They
;lot whatever they are called, they
must still, however, be mixed with
nearly all vegetable proteins natural foods
by the packing comtressed up to look and taste like pany.
'neat protein.
Makers say the extenders
The Wall Street Journal re- have all the nutrition of animal
yently estimated the volume of meat. Vitamins and trace minerals
t he analogs this year would be $10 are added to the soy flour as it is
million. three times as much as in prepared.
1905. And it cited a market survey
In the final analysis, the suc;howing probable 1980 sales of cess of the analogs will depend on
1 .5 to $2 billion.
how well they can repeat the taste
The main selling point of the and texture of the originals.
_

Kentucky is now subject to a
federal survey to determine if the
State Meat Inspection Program is
equal to federal requirements,
according to State Agriculture
Commissioner J. Robert Miller.
Miller noted that October 1
vas the date by which Kentucky's
.leat inspection program was to
!ie "equal to" the Federal 1\4at In;pection Program. He said anytime after this date the State program is subject to an indepth evaluation by federal officials.
"All states must have their
programs equal to the federal program by December 15," Miller
said. "which has caused some confusion in regard to the October 1
deadline we set in Kentucky."
Miller pointed out that the

JUDGED BY THE COMPANY ONE KEEPS

December 1 date is the absolute
deadline for the states to have
their programs equal to the federal program. State programs not
"equal to" will be subject to rejection and take-over by the federal government.
According to Dr. R. J. Henshaw, director of the Meat Inspection Division, the federal survey
team will select some 30 or 35
plants at random from the plants
operating in Kentucky. These
plants, he said, will be rigidly inspected, and all must meet requirements in order for the State
program to be acceptable.

Returning with my load with manly pride,
My feet began to stutter,
So I lay down in the gutter,
And a pig came near and lay doWn by my side;
A lady passing by was heard to say:
"You can tell a man who boozes,
By the company he chooses,"
And the pig got up and slowly walked away.
UNKNOWN

FULTON'S

Modern people have become
so accustomed to seeing characters in plays and pictures
and on television dressed in
what is supposed to be genuine
clothing of the time represented that it comes as a shock to
learn that this idea is decidedly modern, almost recent. Why.
David Garrick, two hundred
years ago, acted Hamlet in the
court dress of Garrick's time;
it would have been thought
queer if he had been dressed,
ever so accurately, like some
long-ago Danish prince. In
Shakespeare's time the custom
had been the same, so that
Julius Caesar struts around in
Elizabethan soldier dress, not
i» toga.
Going back beyond Shakespeare's times, we find the relettings of the Bible stories in

Vannick's mind when she be- vast Empire as a mother and
gan her journey across the At- queen.
lantic to the shores of Greece
in search of her younger broA TEENAGER'S GUIDE TO
ther. But amidst the bloody
revolution that swept across LIFE AND LOVE, by Dr. Benthat troubled land, she found jamin Speck. Teenagers often
herself torn by her love for the .complain that the explanation
DANIEL
two men to whom she owed so of sex in books and lectures,
or even a frank talk with an
death at the battle of Trafalgar, much.
older friend, leaves them feelhis many-sided, contradictory
-ing still in the dark, cheated.
nature still captures the imagination. Surprisingly little is BOMBER, by Len Deighton. And they are right. For sex, as
known about the development This is a powerful, panoramic Dr. Speck explains, cannot be
of his personality, and until now account of a bombing raid over described by words or diano biographer has attempted the Ruhr during World War II. grams any more than music
fully to explain the effect on And in the process, the author can. With extraordinary warmhas written a devastating in- th and wisdom, he has written
Nelson of his childhood.
dictment of war and of the me- this very special book for
chanical processes—in man and young people to give them a
E ,PLURIBUS RANG! by society—that perpetuate it. lie complete understanding of what
Lippincott.
David
George weaves together the lives of sex and love are in the human
Ramsey Kirk: elected to the three strangers, their lovers, being.
House of Representatives to fill their colleagues and compaa vacancy created by his best triots. Deighton links the parTHE DEVIL IN GOD'S OLD
friend's heart attack; appoint- ticipants through a sequence
ed to the Senate to serve out of grotesque ironies that, on a MAN, by Sue Mayes Newhall.
the term of a victim of cirrh- moonlit night, send the bomb- "A search is under way for a
osis of the liver; and finally, ers on a futile and disastrous young American GP with an
interest in surgery who can
thirty-ninth President of the mission.
work with the famed Burma
United States because the inSurgeon,
Dr. Gondon S. Seacumbent, a devout Christian
QUEEN
VICTORIA,
by
Minimum appointment
grave.
Scientist, caught cold at his :nauguration. Dedicated to the Elizabeth Longford. This bril- at Seagrave's 325-bed hospital
pursuit of uncontroversial an- liantly informed and perceptive in Namkham, Burma, will be
onymity, Kirk has built a ca- narrative shows the young for two years." When Dr.
reer almost entirely on his,pre- queen tormented by an unhap- Joseph F. Newhall read this
decessors' demises. But his new py childhood, enraptured by a notice, he realized that here
wife, Ginger soon changes all love match, tantalized by a was a unique opportunity. He
brief marriage, driven by the applied for the position and
that.
shock of the Prince Consort's 'was chosen. In the summer of
death into a long retirement. 1963, he left a successful mediGREEK WEDDING, by Jane Then impelled by an iron sense cal practice .and with his wife
Aiken Hodge. Romance had of duty, the secluded widow Sue and three young sons flew
been the last thing in Phyllida emerges at last—to rule her to the wilds of North
Burma.

jihrery Coninag.
BY LUCY
The classroom period seamed
to be a dismal failure. As each
pupil was called up by the
teacher to answer a question on
the subject under discussion,
the answer was always either
incorrect or "I don't know."
Finally the bell rang, signaling the end of the period.
"Class is dismissed," sighed
the teacher wearily, "and
please don't flap your ears on
the way out."
THE HOUSE OF WAR, by
Catherine Gavin. A vigorous
and moving novel set in Turkey in 1922, the year of the
War of Independence, when
Kemal Ataturk, vastly out
numbered, won his great victory over King Constantine and
the Greek Generals Against
the background of the brilliantly re-created campaign comes
the story of the strange love
which grew between Kemal and
Evelyn Barrett, an American
girl whose journalist husband
is on assignment in Turkey.
NELSON AND HIS WORLD,
by Tom Pocock. More than 150
years after Horatio Nelson's

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 23, 1925
J. E. Melton is advertising the Hickman
Courier for sale to the highest bidder October 23
at the Hickman Courthouse.
Prof. H. H. Mills principal of Water Valley
High School, announced that the Water Valley
fair will be held October 24th.
Mr. Cecil Hall has resigned driving the Ruthville school truck and his plaqe has been taken by
Lindsay Breeden, who will dive a wagon.
The annual drive for a library fund, under
the capable direction of Mrs. J. R. Snow, netted a
sizeable return.
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 27, 1950
The Kentucky Child Welfare program, at
present operating in only 40 of the 120 counties
in the State, will be expanded to include Fulton
and adjacent counties within the next two weeks.

Dr. Henshaw said he is pleased with the progress the meat inJennings Kearby, local attorney has been
spection program has made thus
named
Fulton County chairman of the 1951
far.
March of Dimes Drive for 1951.
He said, "we have gone from
a zero to the point where we have
Three students from Fulton County now atenough trained men to provide in- tending Murray State Teachers College will add
spection at every plant and glamor to the fourteenth production of "Campus
slaughtering house in Kentucky." Lights", produced annually at the college. The
"In addition to making of- students are Shirley Houston, Jim James and
ficial inspections," Dr. Henshaw Shirley Maxwell,
added,'these men have been able
to work with our packers and
James L. Pryor, agricultural agent for the
slaughtering house in making Illinois Central, was elected president of the
necessary corrections, something "Friends of the Land" chapter which was organwhich would not be possible if we ized in a meeting at the Style-Mart clubhouse in
were under federal inspection Mayfield this week.
alone."
Browder Milling Company has added stor-

age bins to accommodate the farm territory.
Hon. Earle C. Clements, Governor of Kentucky and Democratic candidate for the United
States Senate will pay an informal visit to Fulton
October 31,
75 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
(From the files of the Hickman Courier)

NOVEMBER 1, 1895
The change from mule to electricity in
Georgetown Street Railway System is expected
to cost $35,000.
Post Office Inspector Salmon, writing of his
trip through southeastern Kentucky, said, "Last
night we stopped at a farm-house, consisting of a
kitchen and a bedroom, and the situation can be
imagined when I say that the family consisted of
husband, wife, three daughters and two sons.
The situation was embarrassing, and nonetheless
so the next morning, when the good housewife
stopped chewing tobacco long enough to carefully examine my hose supporters and to inquire
where I had purchased them."
Yesterday morning about 5:15 o'clock, while
most of the inhabitants of our little city were yet
asleep, we were visited by an earthquake, which
was more destructive than any previous shake
within the memory of the oldest inhabitants. For
several seconds the earth trembled violently,
houses were shaken, furniture tossed around,
chimney tops knocked off, giving the houses the
appearance of having been struck by a cyclone.
Parties up from Reelfoot Lake report that thousands of fish are to be found floating on the water,
either dead or stunned.
J. C. Flournoy, Ed Thomas and Thomas N.
Smith, lawyers from Fulton, were in the city this
week.
Next Tuesday is election day, and the polls
will be open from 7 a. m. until 4 p. m. Vote the
whole Democratic ticket from end to end. The
Paducah News says that the Democrat who
scratches his ticket next Tuesday ought forever
afterwards to be ashamed to look an honest
rooster in the face.

dramatic form, as annual
events in many places, unconscious of there having ever
been any difference between,
how people dressed and now. In
Chaucer, back in the mid 1300's, we are told specifically
by the poet that the soldiers
who took part in the great
tournament, in "The Knight's
Tale," were dressed as soldiers
dressed in Chaucer's own time.
The poet even adds that there
is nothing new under the sun,
that things are now as they
have always been.
Many years ago, when THE
GREEN PASTURES was being
played by a colored company
of unusual acting ability, some
of my own friends were disgusted that the playright had
had the characters talking and
acting like contemporary people, black and white, in some
back-country area of Louisiana. To have done otherwise
would have destroyed the highly-personal appeal of the play.
It was meant to show how
much like earth was Heaven,
with just the wicked things removed. "De Lawd" Himself
was pictured as a good old
man, one who understood and
loved his "chillun." I have
rarely felt any tenderer emotion than I did when "De
Lawd" came on the stage for
the first time; the smallest
children ran to meet him, to
hold his hand, to show how
much like a good man their
conception of Deity was. Having grown up among colored
people and white people, too,
who found their own experiences in the lives of Biblical
characters, I had no inclination
to laugh or sneer then or at
any previous reading of the
play itself. In every scene I
could have matched some event
from Sulphur Springs and
Mount Zion; and in the group
of people who came to see my
father, the doctor, I found
some of the strange childishness, the "tears of things," as
the Latins called it, that somehow kept me from seeing only
the comic side of primitive but
honest people.
Much has been written about
the overwrought romances that
flooded the whole civilized
world in the eighteenth aind
nineteenth centuries. It is fashionable to lump all such novels
and stories and poems into one
category and sneer or laugh
cynically at the immaturities of
thase times. Similarly, we have
often found amusement in the
people around us, looking with
toplifty contempt on the ignoramuses. Come now, did you
ever read a romantic novel, no
matter how mushy and tearful
it was, without keeping in your
very bones some of its best
truths? Recently, in talking to
dozens of old-timers about the
McGuffrey Readers, I have
found that most of them admitted, even without my asking.
that many of their earliest
moral decisions to behave
themselves came from some
highly-moralized selection M
the old reader. Some matter of
daily courtesy, of tolerance of
things that are honestly done,
of dreams of better things to
be—this might be traced directly to some story that come into
our immature minds when we
needed it and stayed and developed into a portion of our
life philosophy. I admit that
many
romanticists overdid
their Dreamworlds; but what
do most romancers or novelists do now with their characters? It seems that most writers, and therefote -,,ost readers, want to see the seamy side
of everything. We oldsters saw
plenty of that in our daily
lives; we wanted to believe in
something better than we knew
in our little narrow world. If
transferring our feelings to
Biblical or storybook characters created livable dreams.
why sneer at the primitive way
we read our books?
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Stale Presses To
Remove Pollution
A hearing will be held Nov.
11 by the State Water Pollution
Control Commission on a complaint that the City of Lexington is not moving fast enough
to improve its Gainesway sewage-treatment plant.
If found guilty on all counts.
the city could be fined as much
as $1000 a day—although such
a maximum penalty is rare.
The charges affainet Lexington
involve responsibility for the
pollution of West Hickman
Creek.
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Eighteen University of Kentucky students from six counties in the Purchase area of the
Commonwealth have pledged
to 10 social sororities and fraternities on the Lexington
campus.
The students by county are:
Joseph Davis
FULTON:
Sanger, freshman agronomy
major. Moulton St., Hickman,
pledged to Alpha Gamma Rho,
and Carmen Parks 'Weeks,
junior elementary education
major, Fulton, pledged to Delta Delta Delta.
HICKMAN: Dorothy Anne
Cortland, freshman majoring
in special education, pledged to
Delta Gamma, and Katherine
Price Graham, sophomore majoring in business administration, 213 Jefferson St., pledged
to Chi Omega, both of Clinton.

South Fulton High School
students enjoyed a victorious
Homecoming, Friday evening,
October 30th. The Red Devils
out mastered the Obion Central
team 14-12 before an excited
capacity crowd.
Highlighting the Homecoming activities was the crowning of the Homecoming Queen,
Jane Fuller, a junior, by Lionell McCollum, preceding the
game. The other attendants
and their escorts were as follows: First Maid, Sharye
Owens, escort, Jamie Byrd;
Second Maid, Deborah Hodges,
escort, Mike Easterwood; Third
Maid, Kathy Rhodes, escort,
Steven Walker.
The other six candidates and
their escorts were: Paula
Hutchins - Dave Gilbert; Sandra Archer-Mike McKinney
Pam Hurt-Dennis Greer; Ginler Fields-Dale Walker; PriIcilla Winston-Jeff Woodruff;
Patti Ross-David Netherland.
The crown bearer was Allen
floss, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ross. The flower girl was
Miss Julie Roberts, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Roberts.

Mrs. Guy Hale was the winner of the championship flag
in the Ladies Golf Tournament
at the Hickman Country Club.
Mrs. Warwick Hale was runner-up.
First flight winner was Joy
Kemp, runner-up Mrs. Roland
Wiseman. Second flight winner
was Mrs. Billy Henry, runnerup Mrs. J. C. Lawson. Third
flight wirier was Mrs. Pies
fields, runner-up Mrs. H. G.
Shaw.

Sewing lingerie at home has
become fantastically popular
in an incredibly short period of
time. Now every woman can
have lingerie more luxurious
han bygone queens ever
dreamed of, and she can make
it herself in a few minutes for
a few pennies. I will be demonstrating some of the techniques, November 4th, at the
Bardwell Lions Club Community Center, or November 5th at
the McCracken County CourtExtension Assembly
house
Room from 1:30 to 3:00 p. m.
We will be glad to have you
attend either of these sessions.
—Catherine C. Thompson,
last
parents
Ky. 42050 Phone ???
Hickman,
his
by
given
Winston were honored at a reception
2351.
Saturday afternoon at the Holiday Inn in Fulton. Married recently, the couole was here from Denver, Colorado, where Dr. PLAN YOUR KITCHEN FOR
Winston is chief resident neurosuegeon at the University of Colo- THE FUTURE —Supermarket

A HAPPY AFTERNOON among friends brought smiles to the
Winston family as they paused at the reception table: (from
left): Mrs. Ronny Winston, graduate PE assistant at Memphis
State University; Kendred and Mrs. Winston, Mrs. Ken Winston
and Dr. Winston, here on a visit from Denver.

Fulton Farm Bureau Contestants
Given Honors At District Show
Fulton County Farm Bureau
representatives won the District Queen title and finished
second in the King Contest and
variety talent show. The contests were held Monday night,
October 26, at Kentucky Dam
Village Theater.
Carol Cardwell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cardwell.

The Fulton County Health
Department will begin offering
Pap tests for women in the
county, beginning Monday,
November 16. Hours will be
800 a. m. to 400 p. m. and
6:00 p. m. to 8:00 p. m. at the
Health Department in Fulton.
The Pap test is an examination to detect cancer of the
cervix, the lower part of the
uterus.
Test will be offered on the
third Monday of each month
and will be made by appointment only. If you would like
an appointment for this test,
call 472-1982.

Jr., of Cayce, was chosen
Queen of the First District.
She will compete for the Queen
title at the State Farm Bureau
Convention in Louisville November 16.
Doug Goodman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Goodman, was
runner-up in the King Contest.
Thirteen entrants were judged
on personal qualities and record
book activities in the King and
Queen contests. Each contestant received $5 from the Ken,
tucky Farm Bureau.
Denise Wiley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wiley, was
runer-up in the senior (ages
17-30) talent division. She played the guitar and sang "Leaving on a Jet Plane."

Terry Norman PTA members will be anxious to know
that the first meeting of the
year will be held today. November 5, at 7:30 p. m. at
the school. It has been desig.
nated as membership night,
and they would like to have
100 percent attendance. A
nursery will be provided.
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"LOOK WHAT I FOUNDI"—Mrs. Pauline Fields, administrator of the State Len
Office, exclaimed in surprise when she found a long-lost document,an 1819 surv
of the Ohio River, tucked between other papers in an unlabeled file
survey may be important to Kentucky in river litigation. The IA44
of the secretary of state's department.(Steve Mitchell Photo)

eventually
m ay
shopping
change the amount and kind of
shelf storage you will need.
For example, if and when
freeze — dried foods become
widely popular, many foods
now stored in the refrigerator
will move to the cabinet shelf,
and need more room. Even
now, where do you find convenient storage for the many
mixes which are packaged in
boxes and envelopes And where
do you find convenient storage
for the many rolls of plastic,
paper, and foil, or for disposable plates, cups, etc. that you
are buying in increasing numbers? The ideal arrangement is
a cabinet with shelves from
floor to ceiling behind hi-fold
doors. These can be as shallow
as 9 inches while 12 inches is
ample. Shelves should be spaced to fit cans and boxes to be
stored.
—Juanita Amonett, Courthouse. Paducah, Ky. 42001—
Telephone 442-2718.

finish as this characteristic is
built in. It's a serviceable fabric that can be used in a room
that receives much use.
—Mrs. Mildred W. Potts,
La Center, Kentucky 42056
Phone: 665-5671.

The time if Rita Wilson
Tigrett in London. England will
he shown on the "Good morning From Memphis" TV show,
m WREC. Channel 9. Monday morning. November 9,
from 7:00 to 7:50 a, m.
Kitty Kelly. who emcees this
show, was in London last May.
attending the Convention of the
American Women in Radio and
Television, along with Marge
Thrasher. Pat Weaver and
Cousin Tuny, spent an evening
with Rita and her husband.
Following a tour of her home,
Mrs. Kelly requested Rita to
have some pictures made and
send her, which she has done.
Rita is a former Banana Festival Princess and a former
Miss Tennessee and has many
friends in this area who will
enjoy seeing where she is living and in what lovely surroundings,

If you launder blankets, bedspreads, curtains, and other
large pieces in your bathtub,
use an old-fashioned plumber's
plunger to force suds and rinse
water through the fabric. This
produces suction that simulates
the agitation of washing matunes.
—Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Phone
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
247-2334.
IDENTIFY FEATURES — It
isn't easy to know which articles have the features you
want. You often need new facts
to help you decide. To get information: I. Consult people
"in the know." 2 Keep a "what
to look for file." Include University and Government circut
ars, magazines, and other publications. 3. Check 'consumer
buying guides. 4. Read the
labels. 5 Study advertisements,
catalogues and store displays.
— Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray. Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1452.
Freeze milk?, Yes you can.
Milk that has been frozen for a
month or less can be used although the flavor and appearance may be changed. It is not
recommended that you freeze
cream, yogurt, evaporated milk
or cream, however.
—Patricia E. Curtisinger,
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone 527-6601.

To cut the soap scum that
collects on bathroom chrome,
a solution of vinegar water.
try
Olefin fabric is appearing on
acid, and is
more and more furniture. It is Vinegar is a mild
a polypropylene fiber and will very affective for cleaning.
— Maxine Griffin, Federal
not burn; however, it will
melt. Fabrics of olefin do not Building. Clinton, Ky. 42031
need a soil and spot resistant Phone 653-2231.

Food stamps by mail are now
available to those Kentuckians
having difficulty getting to issuance offices.
Commissioner of Economic
Security Merritt S. Deitz Jr.
said today that a new mail issuance process—effective Nov.
1—allows participants to receive their coupons at home if
they desire.
"This innovation provides
greater service to those families who, for one reason or another. have trouble procuring
their food stamps each month,"
Deitz explained.
"Mail issuance will be of
particular benefit to the aged
or infirm and those with transportation and child care problems," he added.
Kentucky now has 60,000
families participating in the
food stamp program, administered jointly by the Department
of Economic Security and the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Deitz said the mail issuance
plan has been under consideration for more than a year.
"We have been testing it in
Clay County since June and we
are sufficiently satisfied with
the results to implement it on
a statewide basis."
Deitz said mail issuance will
not eliminate the issuance offices in 70 counties now participating in the program.
"Clients merely have the
choice now of receiving their
stamps at home or going to the
distribution centers," he said.

The all-expense, off-season
vacation plan offered by the
Department of Parks is attracting more guests to Kentucky's state park system, according to J. W. Young, director of accommodations.
The package plan, which
combines food and lodging for
a three-day, two night stay at
any state park, is being offered
this year from September 2
through March 31.
Young said some 742 package-plan guests had been registered through October 15, and
that the figure represented over
half of the total number of
guests in 1969.

Deitz pointed out mail issuance would hopefully cut down
on the long lines at the issuance offices, relieving pressure
on both clients and staff, particularly at the first of each
month when distribution is at
its peak.
meDeitz explained the
chanics of the mail process:
simply
"Each month the client
sends us a postal money order
or any form of guaranteed payment and receives his food
stamps through the mail."

Fulton County is one of nine
Western Kentucky counties to
he served by a heart clinic for
medically indigent children Friday. November 20.
The clinic will be conducted
in :Mayfield at the First PresChurch. 9th and
byterian
Broadway. Dr. Kareem Minhas.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Taylor of Owens- Director of the Kentucky Chilboro, Kentucky, announce the engagement of dren's Heart Clinic in Louiswill conduct the clinic
their daughter, Miss Jennifer Ellen Taylor, to ville,
with a team of physicians from
Mrs.
of
son
Williamson,
Lane
Ensign Gregory
the University of Louisville
Edward Eugene Williamson and the late Mr. medical school.
Only those indigent children
Williamson of Fulton, Kentucky.
who have a written referral
Westa physician will be admitfrom
attended
Taylor
Miss
ern Kentucky University and is a member of Sigma Alpha ted to the clinic.
is a member of Alpha Delta Pi
fraternity. He was
sorority. She is presently em- Epsilon
ployed by the Jefferson County commissioned September II at
the Naval Aviation Schools
School System.
Command at Pensacola, FlorThe News takes pleasure in
Ensign Williamson attended ida, and is now stationed in
w ishing "Happy Birthday" to
the University of Kentucky and Denver. Colorado.
the following friends:
October 29: Fay West, Nancy
Easterwood. Mrs. 0, M. Johnson: October 30: Dr. Ward Bushart; October 31: Mrs. Martha
Embanks, Paul Blaylock, Montez Kimbel; November 1: Ruby
Mayhall; November 2: K. Rick
MI(1101' of ten Dalton. Peggy
Gilbert, Ann
Henry Tharpe, stage and Aurand
lighting director, for the Lou- plays for young people. His Williams Carter: November 3:
napresented
Jess Dowdy. Scott Ferguson.
isville Children's Theatre, was plays have been
in Fulton Wednesday, October tionwide and in foreign coun- Danny Ray Zickafoose; Novemthe
of
winner
the
is
ber 4: Susan Caldwell, Chris
Ile
tries.
of
28, to help plan a production
"Androcles and the I,ion" Horatio Alger Award for his Jones. Danny Joe McGuire.
play, "Rags to Riches," and Jamie Gorman, Boots Adams:
March 26, 1971.
Tharpe met with Mrs. Hen- has also received an award for November 1: Steve Babb, Aldon Wright of the Fulton-South playwriting from the National lene Howard, Mrs. Robert SnyFulton Art Guild and officials Children's Theater Conference, der, Mrs. Louise Taylor; NoMrs. Wright said she hope.: vember 6: Lucretia Reams.
of Carr Elementary School.
where the musical play will be all schools in the area will give Myra Bondurant, Lloyd Kelly:
their students the opportunity November 7: David Speight.
performed.
"Androcles" was written by to see "Androcles" in March. Anna Belle Edwards. Vyron
Mitchell.

Jennifer Taylor Of Owensboro
Engaged To Greg Williamson

Louisville Children's Theatre
Plans Fulton Event In March

He said a letter of explanaBAZAAR AND BAKE SALE
tion will be included in next
month's mail-out to particiThe South Fulton United
pants as well as a form to be Methodist Woman's Society of
filled in requesting the service. Christian Service is sponsoring
a BAZAAR and BAKE SALE,
Deitz said the mail service at 9:00 a. m. November 13.
will not require any additional Barbeque sandwiches, pies and
drinks will be available,
staff.

PLEDGES PHI MU
Mks Teresa Ann Smith of
Fulton has pledged Phi Mu social sorority at Memphis State
recently, after completing a
week of rush parties and tough
competition.

OFFICERS
Miss Teresa Fields and Miss
Christian McKinney. both of
South Fulton were selected as
officers of their social sorority. Chi Omega: Teresa as
personel secretary. and Chris as
vice-president.

Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: The problem is my husband's weight.
I know neither you nor I can
do anything about it but I'm
hoping Ed sees this letter in
the paper and is motivated to
do something himself. Everything else has failed.
When we were married Ed
was a beautiful 180 pounds,
wore a size 40 suit. Now, 17
years later, he squeezes himself into a size 48 and refuses
to say how much he weighs. It
can't be an ounce under 265.
Ed has been to two doctors.
They both ruled out thyroid
trouble. One doctor said, in my
presence, "The over-worked
gland is his mouth."
I plan Ed's meals carefully,
no fats, no starches, low-cal
desserts, sugar-free canned
goods. When I find candy-bar
wrappers and empty peanut
sacks in his car I get so mad I
nearly explode. He drinks beer
like it was free. The only
muscles that get any exercise
are his eyeballs — great TV
watcher.
The two big loves in Ed's
life are food and sex. Unfortunately, the love for food is

learn WHY they are stuffing
themselves, they quit. (2)
Weight Watchers. This organization has produced extraordinary results for overweight
people who have tried everything else without results. Seattle has several chapters and
meeting places. (Look in the
phonebook.) Do NOT urge Ed
to follow either of these sugEd is a good man, devoted gestions. Hand him this column
and kind and I do love him. and if he wants to act on it he
But I worry that he is shorten- will.
ing his life, ruining his health
and hurting our marriage. Is
Dear Ann Landers: I am a
there anything you can think
of to help him? — Worried in middle-aged family man who
has never been in any trouble
Seattle
whatsoever. Driving home from
Dear Worried: Please reread work tonight I picked up a
the first eleven words in the rather forlorn looking girl who
second sentence of your letter to was hitchhiking. She appeared
me. Truer words were never to be about 15. After she got in
spoken. Every overweight per- the car she looked older. When
son must accept responsibility we came to a light she saw a
for himself—and this means policeman on the curb. In a
responsibility for every ounce pleasant, conversational tone
of fat he has added to his she said. "Give me $5 or I'll
frame. Until HE decides to do scream that you tried to rape
something about it, nothing will me." I was so stunned I
happen.
couldn't say a word. My first
I have considerable faith in: thought was the publicity. It
(1) Professional counseling. can ruin a man whether he's
Sometimes when fat people innocent or guilty. Without
destroying his ability to have
sex. It is also destroying my
desire for him. It's not easy to
get sexually aroused by a man
who has eaten himself out of
shape. I've tried my darndest
to fake it but I'm a poor actress and he can tell. This
makes him unhappy and sometimes he is impotent.

hesitation I gave her $5. She
smiled and said. "Thanks,
sticker," then she jumped out
of the car and ran off.
I told my wife about it the
minute I arrived home. She
said the same thing had happened to her mail hairdresser
last week. So please, Ann, warn
people against picking up
hitchhikers. It can be very
dangerous. — Burned
Dear Burned: I've warned
people about hitchhikers repeatedly. And now I'd like to
say a word about shakedowns.
When you gave that little
twerp $5 you encouraged her
to shake down the next guy.
You should have turned her
over to the cop right then and
there.
Too many couples go from
matrimony to acrimony. Don't
let your marriage flop before
it gets started. Send for Ann
Landers' booklet, "Marriage —
What To Expect." Send your
request to Ann Landers in care
of your newspaper enclosing
50c in coin and a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Mrs. Lula Carter

Everette Stigall

Mrs. Lula Frances Carter,
Funeral services for Everette
81;, widow of L. 0. Carter, and Henry Stigall, 54. a former
1,01,2,-time resident of Fulton Jacksonian • from Titusville,
C.ainty died at 2:30 a. m. Tues. Fla., were held at 10:00 a. m.
,.:y. November 3, at P_arkway -Saturday, October 31 at the
anor Nursing Home follow- Chapel of Smith Funeral Home
:1m an extended illness.
in Jackson with the Reverend
Born April 14, 1884 in Hick- Paul Clark officiating. Burial
followed
in Highland Memorial
man t'ounty, Kentucky, she was
the daughter of the late R. L. Gardens.
and Mary Frances Morris CarMr. Stigall died Wednesday
ter.
morning in the Jess Parrish
Hospital
in Titusville where he
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Charles Rice of Stilton; a was admitted a few hours earlson. James Carter. of Salton: a ier.
A memorial service was held
sister, Mrs. Grace White of Los
Angeles. Calif., and seven in Titusville at the same hour
grandchildren, Jimmy Carter as the funeral service in Jackof Temple Terrace, Fla., John son.
Carter Rice of Water Valley,
Mr. Stigall was born in CamCharles Rice of Dyess AFB, den, son of 0. R. and Ona CowTexas. Jerry Carter. Fulton, ell Stigall of Jackson and was
Mrs. Betty Sutcliffe of Petal- reared in Camden and Huntuma, Calif., Mrs. Joan Haas of ingdon. He made his home in
Springfield, Illinois and Mrs. Jackson for several years
William Begley of 'Lexington. nrior to moving to Titusville
Nine great grandchildren also fourteen years ago.
survive.
He was a veteran of World
War IT having served in the
A son, John Carter and a
ter. Mrs. Emma West, preced- Air Force in the Pacific Theatre, He was an employee of
ed her in death.
the Cape Kennelly Space CenShe was a member of the ter and a member of the Park
First United Methodist Church Avenue Baptist Church in Titusand a former member of the ville.
Fulton Woman's Club and WoIn ationton to his parents,
men's Society of Christian SerMr. Stigall is survived by his
vice.
, widow, the former Jessie Dean
Services will he held today Harris.
daughter of the late
(Thursday. Nov. 5.) at the Dan
and Mad Harris of the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chap- Austin
Springs community.
el at 10:30 a. m, followed by Other
survivors include two
interment in the Clinton City daughters.
Patricia and Brenda
Cemetery.
Stigall of Titusville, a brother,
K. V. Stigall of Jackson, three
sisters, Mrs. Fr. A. Conner. Mrs.
Hardy Aston and Mrs. Weldon
McLemore all of Memphis.
The following nephews serWright Taylor of Pilot Oak
died about noon Saturday, Oc- ved as pallbearers: Bill Aston.
Charles
McLemore, Andy
tober 31. in the Community
Clarke. Mark Harris, Ernest
Hospital at %eyrield.
Williamson, 111 and Carrot
Masonic rites were held Sun- Wood, Jr.
day. night, November 1, in
Honorary palbearers were
Jackson Funeral Home at Cletus Simmons,
Carl Johnion,
Dukedom, and services were Herschell Ware,
Neil Deloach,
held Tuesday, November 3, in E. E. Smith, Walter G.
the Cuba Church of Christ, son, and R. H Hickman,Johnwith Bro. James Shockley, officiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Mr. Taylor. 89. was the son
of the late Pete and Rebecca
Wiley Taylor of Graves Coun
ty. He had been a member of
Mrs. Yvonne Wheeler StevCuba Masonic Lodge No. 644
ens who was ill at her parents,
for more than fifty years.
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Wheeler,
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. became worse last Thursday
Mae Olive Taylor; four sons, and was carried to the MethRobert Taylor of Water Valley, odist Hospital in Memphis by
Allen R. Taylor of Sedalia, P. Anderson's Ambulance and
W. Taylor of Detroit and Har- still remains seriously ill.
old B. Taylor of Tullahoma.
Miss Ruby Foster is doing
Tenn.; six daughters, Mrs. nicely at the Obion County
Neva Windsor of Farmington, Hospital following major surMrs. ('ornell Chovis of Sedalia, gery last Thursday.
Mrs. Elsie Ruth Smith of MayNew rest rooms are under
field. Mrs. Nina Sue Rees of construction at the Bible Union
Taylor, Mich., Mrs. Maurine Church of Christ.
Wheelis of Walled Lake. Mich..
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
and Mrs. Ina Champion of spent last Thursday night with
Chanute, Ill.; thirty-five grand- Mrs, Eva Brann in Memphis.
children and thirty-five great Mrs. Vaughn attended the bedgrandchildren.
side of her sister. Mrs. Mary
F. Jones, who underwent major
surgery at the Baptist Hospital
on Tharsday and is reportedly
doing fine.
Mr. Thomas Fulcher of ChiFuneral services for Noel H. cago. Ill.,
has been vacationing
Fairris were held Saturday, on his
farm and doing some
October 31, in the chapel of work
while there.
Blalock and Coleman Funeral
Hurbert Jackson and W. D.
Home at Murray, with Rev. Winstead,
made a business trip
Grover' W. Page and Rev. to St. Louis,
Mo., last Tuesday.
Terry Sills officiating. Burial Chess
Morrison remains
was in Young Cemetery, near about the same.
His visitors
Murray.
this week were: Webb Brown,
Mr. Fairris, 89, died Thurs- George Mac Terrell and Tim,
day, October 29, in the conva- T. D. and Madge Cummings,
lescing division of the Murray- Mr. and Mrs. John Colley, Mr.
Calloway County Hospital, fol- and Mrs. Harvey Vaughn and
lowing a long illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Wright.
He was a member of the
North Fork Baptist Church.
His wife preceded him in
death in June 1958.
Surviving are four daughters,
Mrs. F. M. Murphy of Crutchfield, Mrs. A. M. Grooms and
Mrs. Murman Davis of Padu- Lawrence E. Forgy Jr..
cah, Mrs. Harry Morton of deputy State finance commisMurray; three sons, Chesley, sioner and budget director, is
Cloys and Alvin Fairris of resigning to become Vice-presiMurray; sixteen grandchildren, dent for business affairs of the
forty-three great grandchildren University of Kentucky.
and nine great-great grandForgy will take his new post
children.
Nov 1.

Mrs. Jo Westp
Hickman Coo
Hickman, Ken
Dear Jo:
We are rest
Kentucky and
age children.
somewhat diss
present Fult
Board and q
hoped that two
of that body
at the next ge
In light of
shocked to no
is approachin
no public noti
catty of this
qualified can
for the three
election.
I wonder if
closed sort of
present su
board membe
at least a sem
to upset their
It is the ho

Wright Taylor

If the church which is pictured above were closed and its
place of burial totally covered over and blotted out, what if anything, would the man on the street miss? That question faces every
church in the Twin-Cities area, for there is much uncertainty today
about the church. At one extreme are those who believe the
church as an institution has had its day. On the other extreme are
those who believe the church, as an institution, is of God and "the
gates of hell cannot prevail against it." In between are persons
who know the problems of institutions and yet labor with hope that
the church can be a vehicle for the achievement of God's purpose
in the world. Bakers make bread to fill empty stomachs. Shoemakers make shoes to cover bare feet. But does the institutional
church fill any basic need?
It is doubtful that any church is so weak in with, poor in
resource and stingy in service that one could answer, "Nothing."
At the same time it is credible that not one church in Fulton can
say, "We are a worthy servant." But let all the faithful, half-faithful and unfaithful together be aware of their high calling. "For we
are God's handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to devote ourselves
to the good deeds for which God has designed us."
The church tunes in the best experiences of the race reflected
in the Old and the New Testament. She stands on her convictions
and struggles to stretch above her prejudices and responds to the
command to conquer the earth by love.
The church's work is with the poor to give them treasure
better than gold. It Is with the despairing to give them hope, the

— in Operation 68 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons *

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 473-1853

Gresnfiald
Photo, 235-2213

St. Paul said to,the church at Corinth: "You yourselves are
our letter of recommendation, written on your hearts, to be known
and read by all men; and you show that you are a letter from
Christ delivered by us, written not with ink but with the Spirit of
the living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of human
hearts."
Does it not follow that every Christian congregation is a
"letter from Christ" to its own community? The letter may be all
but unreadable and may in fact need to be rewritten by the Spirit.
But the Gospel truth is that it is a communication from Christ ...
Every local congregation, no matter how shallow its life together
and how stultified its mission has buried within it the treasure of
Christ's presence.
First United Methodist Church was a 100 years old this
year. We pledge ourselves anew to continue to work with all the
churches of this community to be God's "agents of reconciliation."
May God grant that we all may be such committed disciples that
we can truly be His Church in mission as a servant to all.

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.

Forgy Resigns To
Accept UK Position

Greenfield Monument Works

searching to help them find meaning, the lost to give them direction, the nearsighted.to give them perspective. The church's work
Is with the blessed tia make them thankful, with the strong to make
them useful, with the faithful to go with them in service. It deserves your best effort in mission and ministries. The spirit of our
church is to be biblical and the application modern. We begin with
a dedication to the historical Jesus and then, with all the freedom.
which he gives us, we move on our own into the modern world to
discover the mind of Christ.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessorise
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-904e

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

The CitLyen's Bank

Fulton

"Live natter Electrically"

Make our bank your bank

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.
412-1471
Fulton

Hickman, Ky.

2344655
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space in your paper to copy
v.ilh respect to Innes W. Dobbins, Jr., who was installed
Tuesday night as President of
the Kentucky Bankers Association and for some time he has
been President of The Liberty
National Bank and Trust Co. of
Louisville which has assets of
over 300 Million dollars and is
the third largest Bank in Kentucky and, being a former Fulton boy and having graduated
from Carr Institute, which was
really the Fulton High School
at the time, as I recall, and his
Father and Mother were a
prominent couple there. Am
sure many people will be interested to read about him. After
he was inducted into this high
office he introduced his wife
and children and his Mother.

• ROUTE THREE
Aline Willi•ms

Ralph Stroud, Of Fulton, Wins
1970 FFA Chapter Creed Award

• GOOD SPRINGE
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

Comedy Cage
Session Set

Mrs. Dean Terrell tells us
home at Dukedom and is movthey had one hundred and two
ing there in the near future.
A night of comedy and basRalph Stroud, son of Mr. and burn Campbell of Cayce.
signed the register for their Mrs. Austin Stroud of Fulton, Judges were Mrs. Pies
Mrs. Eula Nelson spent a ketball will be offered at FulGolden Wedding Anniversary, has been named winner of theFields, Elbert Burcham, Dick few days in the Fulton Hospital ton County High School gym
and they are a very proud 1970 Fulton County FFA Chap-Goalder, and Ralph Bugg. Har- last week with an attack of Monday, November 9, when the
couple to be remembered by so ter Creed,Contest, held at Ful-old Garrison, Superintendent of bursitis.
Harlem Stars meet a team of
and I and a number of persons
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
many friends and relatives.
Dukedom Homemakers will coaches, principals, and teachton County High School Tues- schools, announced the winners
with whom we have discussed
Hickman Courier
Mrs.
Mrs. Estelle Brown and
and presented an engraved eet on 3 road block at Duke- ers from Fulton County schools.
day, October 27.
this situation that this can be
Hickman, Kentucky
Everett Williams were at Mrs.
The world-traveling Harlem
First alternate was Larry plaque to Stroud. Alternates re- dom November 14 to collect
brought to the public's attenMonday
last
Collier's
Mary
Dear Jo:
donations for the crippled Stars combine basketball with
Evans, son of Mr. and Mrs. eeived FFA signs.
tion although I suppose it is too
frezee.
to
peas
butter
picking
Thomas Evans of Hickman. The contest, open to all fresh- childrens telethon. Since both comedy and zany antics. Their
We are residents of Fulton, late to do anything about it.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs has return- Second alternate was Danny men Vocational Agriculture Kentucky and Tennessee folks appearance here will be their
Kentucky and have two school I would imagine that this
ed home after spending eleven Owens, son of Mr. and Mrs. students, drew 21 competitors. ennh.ibtite the money, it will he third against Fulton County
age children. We have been letter along with its thoughts
days in Detroit visiting with James Owens of Hickirran.
"4ecl between the two states. "all-star" teams. Charles MurDavid Adams presided at the di,
somewhat dissatisfied with the will be deposited in the waste
her nieces and nephews. She
Chao Johnson was able to phy, Milton Kirk. David EngReceiving honorable mention meeting and Max Wilson, chappresent Fulton City School basket because it is one of
Nitells me she got to go to
were Greg Chandler, son of Mr. ter secretary, was master of con,n home from the Fulton land. Jimmy Whitby, Billy
Board and quite frankly had those "anonymous letters",
and
there
while
agara Falls
Amberg, Maurice
and Mrs. T. E. Chandler of ceremonies to welcome the 100 Hospital last Wednesday and is Howard
hoped that two of the members but I am hesitant to sign my
says it was a beautiful sight. Hickman; Terry Hill, son of guests.
Tucker, Roy Logan, Danny
gradually gaining strength.
of that body would be defeated name because my children do
They spent one night there.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Galli- Morefield, Ralph Prince and
Mr. and Mrs. Corky Hill of
at the next general election.
have to go to school.
We are glad to report word Hickman; and Jackie Campmore brought their infant son Bobby Childres will compose
Mr. Willis Moremen mailed
Mrs.
that
here
received
was
AUSTIN
•
sritiNGS
were
we
home from Hillview Hospital this year's squad.
In light of this
Please do what you can to me this photograph and if you D. J. Jones is doing fine after bell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Millast Wednesday. He had to be
shocked to note that an election bring this matter out.
By Mrs. Carey Frields
see fit to make up a cut and
week at
kept in the incubator for a peis approaching and apparently
publish this news item, I will her operation last
riod. hat is doing fine now.
Sincerely yours,
no public notice was given loappreciate it and I know many Memphis. We wish for her a
The
Bob
Reverend
Copeland
Mrs. Evie Mitchell of Fulton
cally of this so that other
of his friends will also. Any ex- speedy recovery.
his
filled
regular
appointment
request)
by
withheld
(Name
night with Mr.
Mrs Norma Dale Underwood
Jo. Martin, County Agent
qualified candidates might file
pense incurred I will be glad
at the New Salem Baptist spent Saturday
hospital
the
and Mrs. Thomas Bruce and
Union City, Tenn.
for the three positions up for
to pay when advised. Please is in Paducah in
Church the past Sunday at
wish
also
We
at Good
services
surgery.
election.
attended
return the picture to me as I and had
11:00 a. m. Sunday School conThe three area individuals
THE CITIZENS BANK
Springs Sunday.
will then return it to the Louis- her a speedy recovery.
10:00
at
tinues
m.
a.
the
and
I wonder if this is merely a
Morehead, Ky.
Mrs Effie Croft spent last
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley listed below lost their drivers
ville office of Kentucky BankFARMERS PASS OTHER
was
attendance
The
good.
afterfor the week ending
license
closed sort of affair where the
September 19, 1970
Thursday with Mrs. Albert
ers Association.
WEEK WAITING
noon was devoted to gospel visited Mr and Mrs. Charley October 23. 1970 as released by
present superintendent and
Sunday.
Murray
in
Crawford
Wall and they did some artex
Obion
farmers
County
waited
singing with several leaders
board members kept this fact Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
You will note that Dr. Nor- painting.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffith the Department of Public Safeall of last week without getting taking part. The evening worty to the Traffic Safety Coordiat least a semi-secret so as not
man Vincent Peale was the
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Col- to move back into soybean and ship service was called off, and little Troy Weidenbach left
the
in
article
an
enclose
I
nating Committee.
to upset their applecart.
Kentucky Bankers Magazine speaker at the Banquet and he lier, Mrs. Carolyn Thomas and cotton fields. Without a doubt due to the singing that is held today for their home in CaliFulton County—
fornia after visiting relatives
sons. Adam, Bing and Joe the wet weather has damaged each first Sunday
It is the hope of my husband and I trust that you can find was great.
afternoon.
R. B. Harrison, Route 1,
with Mr. and the quality of the soybean crop. There
is no improvement in here the oast three weeks.
Am glad you folks purchased spent Sunday
Hickman,
Kentucky. age 52,
Williams.
Mrs.
Everett
and
Mrs.
Mr.
W)rk
Jimmie
the
for
waiting
While
fields
the Hickman Courier. I lived
the condition of Mr. Ed Mcreason DWI. License suspended
happy
is
Winstead
Pete
Mrs.
Stone
Linnie
the
bought
have
also
farmers
the
up,
dry
to
there for about 18 months and
Clain, Mayfield, Kentucky, who
until April 12, 1971.
liked the people there so much. these days cooking on her new "heard the word" about hog has been very ill for several °tare at Dukedom. Mrs. Cushon
William Howard Collins, 211
new prices dropping under 16 cents.
Lived in Fulton for nine years stove and watching a
weeks. His sister, Miss Larnie who has been living there will 7th St.,
Lula Henderson,
It's a terrible fact but when McClain has been at his bed- go to Detroit to snend the win- Fulton, Kentucky. Age 43. reaon two different occasions. TV
We received pictures of our hog prices reach such a low ide for several days. Every ter with her brother, leaving son FAP (False application).
When Mother left the farm we
purchased a home on West new grandson this week. That level the odor from hog ma- good wish is extended by all this week-end.
License suspended until March
Rev. and Mrs. Stover are on le. 1971.
nure smells worse than ever. friends of this area.
Street and I worked in the sure is a fine, pretty baby.
Tax dollars are flowing freelita
took
I
and
husband
weeks
My
certwo
a
but
vacation.
Grady
Jim
to
at
According
bank there and back and forth
Mrs. Harrison Austin's visiHickman County—
tle trip to Sturgis, Kentucky Reelfoot, the last time that hog tors Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. vices at Good Springs are goly from the United States
to First National in Clinton.
Stanley Dean Thomas. 521
night
the
spent
as
on
the
to
ing
thanks
and
usual
Wednesday
were
prices
cent
15
the
in
range
over
Roy
—
Street, Clinton. Kentucky.
Blair
industry
Vincent and Miss Maud
brewing
With all good wishes. I am,
with Mrs. Pearl West and re- was in January of 1965. Swine Sisson. All attended church at epseion. Sunday morning Lovd Age 16. reason SPS (Speeding
$12 billion in the past
Thursday
turned to Paducah
producers are really stunned New Salem and also the after- Watkins and Hillman West- in excess of 25 mph. over postSincerely,
decade! In fact, this inbrook conducted the morning ed limit).
and spent the night with Mr. when they reach the market noon singing.
and
Williams
J.
L.
Mrs.
and
earns
more
far
dustry
these days with a load of hogs. • Mr. Dave Mathis under went worship and Sunday night,
Glenn W. Lane
returned home Friday after
surgery this past week at the Thomas Bruce and Durrell Mcforthe federal, state,
visiting. with Mrs. John P. OBION COUNTY MODIFIED Volunteer General Hospital in Call were the leaders. We are
and local governnow looking forward to next
Jones aRdllaughter in Paducah.
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE Mrs. Janes' mother and Mrs. CERTIFIED FREE BANGS Martin, Tenn., for the removal Sunday when Basil Watkins
ments than it does
AREA
of a portion of a hone on his
Government
Council-Manager
Eddie Bushart of Fulton were
for itself. The
We were notified last week lame limb. He is now making and T. L. Ainlry are preparing
for a few that Obion County has been satisfactory progress and re- to lead. A church has to he
facts tell the
November 2, 1970 visiting with them
days.
recertified as a Modified Cer- turned to the Weakley County thankfully proud of a group of
story. Beer
The farmers are busy trying tified Brucellois (Bangs di- Rest Home in Dresden, Tenn. officials who are responsible to
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
is truly a liqto harvest their corn and sease) free area.
All friends hope he will rest their duties and so faithful to
Fulton News
serve.
beans these sun shiny days.
uid asset for
This means that by official more comfortably.
Fulton, Kentucky
A letter from Mrs. A. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon tests during the last year that
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis
your state
and Mr. and Mrs. Walker My- Brucellosis tests reveal that and daughters, Sammie, Jane Bell of Memphis says they are
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
and comWalFreida
Mrs.
dett visited
Bangs disease in cattle has and Becky were' Sunday dinner liking their new home and the
munity.
As you know we are dedicat- ston and Mr. and Mrs. Earl been reduced in Obion County guests of their sister. Miss company of their children and
ing 'Fats' statue November Williams last Wednesday af- to not more than one percent Margaret Bynum, after attend- grandchildren and have already
11th. We invite you and your ternoon.
in not more than five percent ing church at Knob Creek eaten greens they sowed in the
readers to attend this Veterans
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett of the cattle herds.
Church of Christ the past,Sun- back yard after moving. You
do
certainly
CAI- change a farmer.
Day function. We
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
day.
cooperation
your
appreciate
Cannon Thursday.
TRITICALE
Autumn is here in full blast.
ATTEND FESTIVAL
throughout the years and we
visited
Mrs. Gladys Cannon
A field of Triticale is growing Our trees are dressed up in all
Hickman County High School
will also appreciate it if you Mrs. Eva Williams in the Ful- in the Cloverdale Community the brilliant colors and at this
•Nid•
WORLD'S
will run this article, this being ton Hospital awhile Sunday af- of Obion County on the Willie time of year a beautiful sight students. LaDonna Lawson
FIRST CHAIN SAW
the last one before November ternoon. Eva has been there Sellars Farm. Triticale is a to behold. Ti's sad to see the Gordon Samples and Tommy
WITH AUTOMAIiC
,g, recently were selected
11th that we will run.
four weeks.
hybrid cross of wheat and rye leaves coma down, and will BuE,
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Moody which is used for grazing and soon be banking knee-deep in to attend the Quad State Choral CHAIN TENSION;NG!
Suite 422 - Moron E. Taylor Bav , 312 South 415 Street
Thank you very much for visited Mr. and Mrs. Macon
Louisville, Kent ucky 40202
the seed is harvested like any many places. Good evidence Festival at Murray State Iini• Check these Pro features
your kind cooperation.
• New Tension-Rite'
Works in Mayfield Thursday. other small grain and is used that we were blessed with white versity.
automatic chain tensioner
for cattle or hog feed. We have shade. all during the hot, hurKindest regards,
•Increased power
very little information about ried days this past summer.
•New Softone'super-quiet
Charles H. Adams
Triticale but we're watching
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix of
muffler
•New cushion grip handle bar
this field with interest like all Louisvale, Kentucky, are build•New idle speed tachometer
the farmers of the Cloverdale ing a new home in Madisonarea.
ville, Kentucky. The construction began several weeks ago.
.53
*Pat Pend.
ORDER TREE SEEDLINGS The contractors are ready to See us for - - ANDREWS
lay the brick. The Nix couple Your insurance Needs
NOW
A large number of Obion are the children of Mrs. Mar.
Jewelry Company
tha Croft.
some
have
County farmers
Brother Dennis Crutchfield
land that is not adapted or
suitable for crops or pastures filled hit appointment at the
which is not bringing in any Knob Creek Church of Christ
Fulton 472-1341
FULTON
returns each year and should the past Sunday at 11:00 a, m.
be planted in trees. This is the and also the evening worship.
time of the year when farmers A good many attended,
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson
should order tree seedlings for
FOR SALE: Washed deep winter delivery. Tree seedlings returned home from the Fulmined 7 x 4 egg coal, also oil may be ordered at the Soil ton Hospital the past week
treated No. 6 stoker coal, de- Conservation or the County -where Chap has been hospitallivered anywhere in Kentucky. Agents Office and they will be ized for a few weeks. He is
Lester Engineering Company, delivered by the Tennessee Slowly improving and everyone
formerly Stamper Coal Com- Forestry Service to any place hopes he will regain his
pany, 501 West Broadway, by specified on order application. strength very soon. Friends
the railroad, Mayfield, Ky. Loblolly Pine, Black Locust, and relatives are visiting and
Shortleaf Pine, and Catalpa attending his bedside.
LEGAL NOTICE
may be ordered at $4.00 per
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN- thousand, white pine at $6.00
cutTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF per thousand, Cottonwood
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON- tings at $7.00 per thousand and
Yellow poplar at lc each.
TRACTORS
Stratified Black Walnut Nuts
received
be
will
bids
may be purchased at 200 for
Sealed
by the Department of High- $2.00 450 for $2.00 or 1.000 for
ways, at its office, Frankfort. $4.00. A lot of the hill land that
Kentucky, until 10:00 A. M covers the Western Section of
Eastern Standard Time on the Obion County is ideal for yel20th day of November, 1970. low poplar and black walnut.
at which time bids will be pub- When ordering the trees you
licly opened and read for the can specify that the trees be
delivered either in November,
improvement of:
FULTON COUNTY, JPP 28, December, January. February
SP 38-657 The Jackson Purchase or March. Last year a number
Parkway. Construction of Rest of Obion County farmers wait,..ame-41111
Area Building and Welcome ed until late in the winter to
Center approximately 0.4 mile order tree seedlings only to
north of the Tennessee State find out the State Forest Tree
Line. (PLANS, SPECIFICA- Nursery had exhausted their
TIONS AND PROPOSAL WILL supply.
BE SOLD AT A TOTAL COST
OF $7.00) (NON REFUNDABLE).
Bid proposals for all projects
will be available until 12:00 140 Broadway, South Fulton
NOON EASTERN STANDARD
Phone 479-1664
TIME on the day preceding the —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
bid opening at the Division of
Contract Procurement at a —Vinyl and Tile
cost of $2 each. Bid proposals —Clowns and McGee Carpeting
are issued only to prequalified --Upholstering, Modern and
contractors. Remittance pay_ —
able to the State Treasurer of Antique
mead long. "Kentucky
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are kw.., every night and
must accompany re- —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
MAYFIELD HIWAY
FULTON,'KY.
• quest for proposals.
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RAIN OR SHINE
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ITS SO EASY TO
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Thefamily's grown up now.
They're living near and far.
Dial yourown long distancv...
find out how your children are.
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Taylor, Jones Win
School Posts Easily

P4 FultonrCo. News, Thursday, Nov. 5, 1970

• Chestnut Glad*
By Mn. Harvey Vaughan

NOTEBOOK _ _ —

Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Peery
(Contbmod From Page One)
•
entertained the members of
Mrs. Peery's Sunday Scholl
As far as the young people are concernclass and their husbands with
ed, this is their money;and is spent for their
Earl G. Taylor, a twelve year veteran of the a supper last Saturday nigh'.
benefit. We have -explained this to each of
very
A
was
evening
pleasant
Fulton County School Board easily defeated his
our students, and feel that they understand
opponent George Somerfield by a ratio of a little reported.
Mr. and Mrs. David Nanney
where "all that 'loot' collected in those road
better than 4 to 1. The vote was 356 for Taylor from Palo Alto, California are
blocks" is distributed.
visiting his parents Mr. and
and 82 for Somerfield.
We, as faculty members, stand behind
Mrs. J. B. Nanney and other
In another Fulton County School Board relatives.
every bit of money collected in our behalf,
Acetion in the Cayce and Four Points precincts
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mitchand want to know that this faculty, our
the incumbent Tommy Jones defeated Charles ell and family have moved to
young people, and our parents do also stand
Chicago where they lived beCurlin by a vote of 167 to 59.
fore moving to the Jenkin place
behind our school in every endeavor pertainPolitical observers believe that the ostensib- a few months ago.
ing to collected monies.
ly quiet, but enthusiastic election accounted for a Mrs. D. J. Jones who had
major
surgery
at
the Baptist
much larger turn-out of voters than is normal in
Sincerely,
Hospital in Memphis
in off year election when no local, county or Thursday is reported to be last
imSOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
proving nicely.
itate-wide races are being contested.
• FACULTY MEMBERS
Mrs. Lillian Rhodes whose
Voting by precindks in the
condition has been poor since
J. Virgil Yates, Terry W. Beadles, Vir.ounty school board election of votes. 931, was cast on the she had an attack of pneumonia
Ails as follows: In District 4, little-publicized, $48,300,000 bond several weeks ago is unimprovginia Cannon, David Brann, Judy Leggett,
linion Street: Taylor 102, issue. Voters soundly rejected ed.
Ruth Blaylock, Dona Kester, Nancy J0
Somerfield 18: Flokes Chevro- the bond issue with 535 "No"
Mr. a n d Mrs. Harvey
Glenn B. Heatherly, Judy Andrews, Adha -et. Taylor 107. Somerfield 47, votes and 396 "Yes" votes cast.
Vaughan were in Memphis last
nil Brownsville: Taylor 45, Proposed by the State LegislaMcCoy, H. K.Smalling, M. M. Burrow, Lou
Thursday
and
Friday
due
to
;omerfield 17.
ture in the 1970 session, the her sister, Mrs. D. J.
Ella
Allen, Margaret McGuire, Kerry CurlJones
WELCOME
ABOARD SENATOR—Captain J. W. Beadles, Jr., Chief of Staff for Commander
In District 2, the voting by bond issue would have provided
ing, Pat Travis, and Larry Heath.
wecinct was. Four Points: aid to schools for blind and deaf having surgery. They spent the Naval Forces Marianas, welcomes Japanese Senator Akinori Kaye to the ComNavMarianas
night with Mrs. Van Brann.
Tones 29, Curtin; and Cayce: children, vocational schools, the
Headquarters Building during the Senator's re cent visit to Guam. Captain Beadles is a native
Mrs. Mary Alice Reed who
Jones 136, Curtin 56.
Departments of Correction.
No Politics
Tay'or, who will be returning Child Welfare, and Mental had a severe heart attack sev- of Fulton, Ky.
I'm out of the mood for politics. Maybe
or his fourth term on the Health, and the Farm Develop- eral weeks ago is reported to
next week. Somehow when old friends take
)oard. is a produce salesman ment Loan Guarantee Fund. be improving nicely at her
WAR ON POVERTY—
home in Memphis.
a group of former VISTA workers
or M. E. Carter in Memphis
out after me, for unjustifiable reasons I just
As
has been the custom for
ind owner of Taylor's Service
was intended to incite violence
(Continued From Page One)
AERIAL DETECTIVES
get as limp as a dishrag.
the past several years a group
;tztion in Hickman. He is marState aerial photographers of
and
whether
MREOC
is
in
violafriends
enjoyed
a
Halloween
former
DownBillie
led to the
made in THE VOICE, a four- tion of its specified goals
flew over the Greasy Creek
in be- FAMILY BUSINESS-.ng.
area in Leslie County and got supper with Mr. and Mrs.
county publication printed at gov- coming involved in the local ur- (Costumed from Page one)
Jones. who was first appoint- pictures which reveal illicit Harvey Vaughan. As in past
t1 to the board to serve out an strip-mine prospecting. The years a number of spooks
ernment expense last summer by ban renewal program.
David is the father of a bah; Between Martin & Union City
inexpired term, will be serv- Reclamation Division is investi- called for a trick or treat and
were pleased to accept a treat.
ng his second elected term. gating.
daughter, Lee Ann. Billy Joe
PRACTICE TEACHER
and
Mrs. Wilmer Jones
Jones. a Cayce farmer, is marSara Byers, a senior elemen- has four been-age children:
FRI. - SAT., NOV. 6 - 7
Randy are-visitIng her parents
ied to the former Jane Atwell.
tary education major at Mur- Nancy Jo, Virginia (Jeans),
DOUBLE FEATURE
Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell
Three members of the Fulton
AWARD rLAQUE
ray State University, is doing
STARTS AT 6:45
Ity Independent School Board
Tennessee Congressman Ed and other relatives In the comher practice teaching during Barry, and Bill. David and B.
an unopposed for re-election. Jones w a s 'awarded the munity.
the first nine weeks of the se- J. have two sisters: Wandy
The
Strawberry
Mrs. Van Brann expected her
wile Hatfield received 237 Future Farmers of America's
— AND —
Gov. Buford Ellington has confirmed plans mester in Fulton County Naylor of Union City, who has
.wes, Rodney Miller 238, and 1970 Leadership Plaque before sister Mrs. Opal Pounds who
schools. She is teaching grade a son, Rob; and Nancy HalterG. Veneklasen 215.
an audience of 10,000 FFA has been in Parsons, Kansas to be in Union City Wednesday, Nov. 11, Vet- three at Carr Elementary in
The Moonshine War
man, of South Fulton, who is
A surprise to political observ. members gathered for their almost three years to arrive at erans Day, for the unveiling of a statue of the Fulton.
the mother of Chuck, Mike, SUN. - MON., NOV. 8 - 9
•rs was that the largest number 43rd National Convention.
her home last Saturday. for a
late United States Representative Robert A.
visit.
Todd, and Bonnie Hakerman.
DOUBLE FEATURE
BEAN DINNER
•
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Nix Saw- 'Fats' Everett. Joining Gov. Ellington will be
STARTS AT 6:45
The
Legion
American
Except for eight-year-old
Post
yer from Clarksdale, Missis- members of his staff, most members of the TenNo. 72 will observe their an- Todd, all the James grandsons
sippi spent the weekend with
Darling Lili
Congressional
nessee
delegation, and a number of nual "Bean Dinner" at the
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland
have worked or are working
— AND —
Post Home, and all ex-service
and visited several other rela- other state and out-of state dignitaries.
men and their wives and guests part-time in the E. W. James
Sterile
tives in the community.
Cuckoo
"We are expecting a big day in advance and will not be are invited. _Serving will be stores. And not long ago, James
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brundige
available the day of the un- &Om 11:00 a, m. until 1:00 said, 13-year-old Bill
friends
invite
and
of
want
all
to
James told
and children visited Mr. and
veiling ceremonies. All profits p. m. The public is asked to him, "Granddad, I'll be
— CLOSED —
manMrs. Irvin Brundige last week. 'Fats' Everett to be present to
will go for foundation scholar- please fly your flag on that aging one of these
before
you TUES.. WED., NOV. 10 - 11
help honor one of the finest ships.
day.
know it."
congressmen ever to serve in
Washington," said Union City
Charles H. 'Red'
Mayor
The following friends were Adams, president of the Robert
patients in Fulton Hospitals the A. 'Fats' Everett Memorial
week of November 4:
Foundation which was formed
a few days after the death of
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. Everett on January of 1969,
Paul Griffith, Palmersville; following a long bout with a
Kaira Williams, Helen Willey, kidney ailment.
THE SOUTH FULTON ATHLETIC FIELD was given a major Ronnie Tibbs, Wingo; Kelly
The foundation staged a
'ace-lifting this fall by parents and members of the Athletic Rose, Martha Wallace, Water drive for funds last year and
Valley; Robbie Williams, Peg:lub, who donated their labor for many weeks to build such as gy Higgens, Hickman; Guinell raised enough money for the
the fine ticket office above. Students above. include (from left): Tucker, Martha Taylor, Ful- statue and nursing scholarships
at the University of Tennessee
Jerry Oliver. Rodney Cummings, Donald Jackson and Coach ton: Gwendolynn Hobson, Miss at Martin, to be awarded in
Dana Russell, Mrs. Judy RusCorry Curling.
sell, Mrs. Don Hollingsworth, Mr. Everett's honor.
Jessie Legate, Zora Parks, The late congressman's mothHelen Douglas, Davis Algee, er, Mrs. Lelia Everett, will be
Gene Yates, Elwanda Greer, present for the unveiling.
Carolyn Ross, South Fulton.
At least six high school bands
FULTON HOSPITAL
from the Eighth Congressional
Mrs. Radie Carter, Blanche District are expected to join
Via, Ralph Bostick, Leonard In a parade at 10 a. m., one
Barclay, Clinton; Dorothy Ful- hour before the unveiling of the
cher, Union City; Travis Da- life-size marble statue recentcus, Vivian Young, Dukedom: ly completed at Barre, Vt., and
Katie Henry, Columbus; Zettie already shipped to Union City.
Reilly, Betty Rhodes, Miss The statue will be placed on
Clara Williams, Water Valley; the lavm on the east side of the
Mary Murphy, Albert Jones, Obion County Courthouse.
Hickman; Mrs. A. H. Moore,
Wingo; Mr. and Mrs. James Plans called for the establish"Flame of Freedom"
Norment, Lula Mae Thorpe, ment of a
Smanthie Collins, Georgia Hill, memorial for all American
veterans
to be located on the
Martha Gourley, Mrs. Emma
Butts, Miss Jeannie Rushing, other side of the walkway from
Coy Matheny, Charles Steele, the Everett statue but it is not
,NOTHER IMPROVEMENT at the South Fulton athletic field Margaret Hall, John Smith, expected to be ready by Nov.
11.
ocludad this much-needed new gate. Above group includes Bessie Allen, Minnie Etheridge,
Bill Workman, Lillian Cobb, A meri can legion posts
from left) Tommy Greer, Gary Jetton, coach Terry Beadles
Mrs. Arletta Sandling, Miss throughout the Eighth District
I nd Pat Havviriv.
Julie Bard, Edward Benedict, are selling tickets for a barbeMattie Weatherspoon, Fulton; cue dinner to be held in Union
Mrs. Cora Long, Mrs. Janette City's Kiwanis Park immediJoyner and baby, Martha Ken- ately following the unveiling
dred, Mrs. Archlie Hornsby, ceremonies. Tickets, selling at
South Fulton. •
$2.50 each, must be purchased

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Governor Ellington Coming
To Union City November 11

HOSPITAL NEWS

WAREHOUSE

CARPETSALE
--THREE DAYS ONLY--

Two Trailer Loads Direct From Mill In Dalton, Georgia

HILO
$3.49
commERwaNylon As Low As$3.48
SHAG As Low As $3.99
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PLUSH

CORRECTION!
In the Liberty Food Store ad on page 5,
second section. this issue,

=INANCED BY FUNDS relied by the South Fulton school stulsr$ts, some $3,300 worth of Improvements to the school athletic
lad Included Improvements to fence, entrances, rest rooms and
new }reek, with •H labor contributed by parents and friends
the school.

Armour's Potted Meat Pies
Should Be Priced At
2 CANS FOR 25c
— and —
DEL
TUNA

moinT

61
/
2-as. Cans Should Be Priced At

39c PER CAN
The News and Shopper regret this error.

All Carpet First Grade
Bring Your Room Measures

WORSHAM'S CARPETS
At "Dynamite" Jones Big Burley Mart Tobacco Warehouse Highway 60,
West of Paducah, Ky. - Friday-Saturday, Nov. 6-7, 10 am to 10 pm.
Sunday 1 pm to 8 pm
— AT THESE PRICES IT IS WORTH THE TRIP —
4.1111MMIIIIMIII=M11%

Frid
French
Reg. 25c

20
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Dyer County
Inks Contract
For New School
A construction contract for
a 750-student high school in the
north end of Dyer County has
been signed by the Dyer County
Board of Education.
The new school will replace
Dyer County High School at Newbern.
"The contract has been awarded to Forcum Lannom Construction Company of Dyersburg at a
base bid of $1,673,502," according to F.E.Childress,school
board chairman.
Revisions in the school plans
were necessitated in September
when the bids opened all were
in excess of the money available for the school.

rberry

me War

Lin

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1970
Fulton Is Listed
In Federal Report
WASHINGTON
A report just released by the Labor
Department lists Fulton, Ky.,
among 13 small cities with substantial unemployment.
No figures were supplied.

Good Alibi
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Florence Deddens was late for
an appointment downtown but
had a ready alibi.
"Traffic was miserable," she
told her husband. "A police car
was right in front of me all the
way."

LYSOL

11:30 A. M. — 1:30 P. M.

_ _ 479-1321

South Fulton

14-ox. Aerosol
Reg. $1.79

20-oz. Lotion
Ree• $2.00

SOUTH FULTON HOMECOMING ROYALTY— Jane Fuller (center), a junior at South Fulton High School, was selected queen of the homecoming festivities for South Fulton at the South Fulton-Obion County Central football
game Friday evening. Other members of the royalty were,

$1.39

8.3-oz. Aerosol
Reg. $1.69

PROTEIN 21
Shampoo
7-oz; Reg. $1.59

99c
BRECK BASIC
Reis. $225

JOHNSON'S
Baby Shrove°
11""teerIrg s".

$1.19

LOUISVILLE, Ky.,
The 133rd annual meeting of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention
Nov. 10-12 at Walnut Street
Baptist Church will draw Baptists from 2,244 Baptist churches
representing some 666,000 Kentucky Baptists.
The Rev. Sidney M. Maddox,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville, president
of the Convention, will preside
at the meeting and will deliver
the president's address at 10:30
a.m. Nov. 10.
The Rev. Herman Rowlett Sr.,

pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Lebanon, Ky. will present the annual convention sermon.
William E. Hull, a professor
at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, will open each
session with a Bible study.
Theme of the three-day convention is "Living the Spirit of
Christ in Openness and Freedom," according to the Rev.
John W. Kruschwitz, pastor of
Versailles Baptist Church of Versailles.

CELLAR LOUNGE
— Now Enlarged—

Monday Thru Saturday
5 PM to 12 Midnight

MAX FACTOR
Hair Spray
15-as. Reg. $1.25
Reg. and Hard To Hold

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
Maggie Lee and the Percussions
Friday and Saturday — The Gems

PARK TERRACE
EVAIIS DRUG CO.
Lake St.

from left:

Kathy Rhodes, a senior, who was named fourth
,
in, who was first
maid; the queen; Sharye Owens, a freshr
maid; and Jimette Gilbert, a junior, who was third maid.
South Fulton won over Central 14-12.

Fulton

South Fulton, Tenn.
For reservations call 901-479-1321 after 5 PM.

Yd.

.Yd.
Yd.
Friday-Saturday Specials, November 6-7

4FREE WIGS

Lower Prices. Compare Before You Buy.

It was a perfect homecoming
for South Fulton Friday night
Devils squeaked
as the Red
past the Rebels from Obion
County Central 14-12.
Homecoming queen Jane Fuller and her four maids couldn't
have been happier as they watched the game with glee, along
with the many other loyal fans
at South Fulton.
Both teams battled toa scoreless tie in the first period in a
grueling defensive battle.
Five
minutes deep into the
second quarter, Central quarterback jody Adams attempted a
screen pass and Gary Jetton,
who pulled a hamstring muscle
before last week's game with
the
Fulton City, picked
off
pass and returned it 40 yards
to the Central I2-yard line.
Three plays later, Darrell
Williams went over from a
half-yard
out to put the Red
Devils ahead 6-0.
Williams attempted the kick
for extra point but it was no
good.
The score stood at 6-0 at
the half.
Central came back in the third
quarter when running back Perry
Carr carried the ball over after
a drive that started when the
Rebels received the opening
kickoff. The Rebels went for
two and the run failed, tying the
score at 6-6.
Darrell Williams scoredagain
for South Fulton later in the
third canto when the speedy back
powered his way 56 yards for
another Red Devil touchdown. He
also ran the conversion
play
following
the touchdown that
gave South Fulton the lead they
never gave up.
With just over a minute left
to play in the game, Central got
another break when South Fulton
fumbled on their own sevenyard line and the Rebels recovered.
It VIM only a matter of time
before Central back Greg Hamilton plunged over the goal line to
make the score 14-12 in favor
of South Fulton.
Central had to run for
two
extra points and gave the ball
to their power runner, Joe Dale
Killion. He was met in the backfield by two South Fulton defenders, Major Martin and Jerry
Oliver, who stopped him there.
South Fulton ran out the clock
from that point to capture the
victory.
The Red Devils now
stand
at 5-4 for the season and will
close out next week at Dresden.
Central, having a tough 1-8
record, will finish their season
on the road next Friday when
they travel to Gleason,

UNION CITY, Tenn.,
—The late Rep. Robert A. 'Fats"
Everett will be honored here
Veterans Day, Nov. 11, when
huge statue of the congressman
will be unveiled.
Gov. Buford Ellington and other officials including Ed Jones,
successor of Mr. Everett, Bill
Anderson of the Sixth District,
John Duncan of the Second District, Ray Blanton of the Seventh
District, former Senator Herbert
S. Walters, and Kentucky Representative Frank E. Stubblefield
are slated to attend. Other officials are expected to accept invitations in the near future:-..,
Mr. Everett served in office"
11 years, from 1958 until his
death Jan. 16, 1969, at the age
of 53 after a long battle with a
kidney ailment.
Union City Mayor Charles
"Red" Adams, president of the
Everett Memorial Foundation,
said the statue was paid for with
part of the funds raised during
a campaign throughout the
Eighth District last year.
In addition, several thousand
dollars has been net aside for
scholarships to the University
of Tennesse at Martin, an institution which benefited in many
ways because of the personal interest shown by Mr. Everett.
A parade, featuring marching
bands from the Eighth District,
Is being planned by the Union
City Jaycees. After the II a.m.
unveiling, a barbecue lunch will
be served in the Kiwanis Park,
sponsored by the Union City
American Legion post. Tickets
now are on sale at $2.50 each.
All profits from the barbecue
are earmarked for the uni
Scholarship Fund sponsored by
the Everet Foundation.
The statue, made of steel-gray
granite in Barre, Vt., will be
placed on the front lawn of the
Obion County Courthouse in
Union City.

2" THICK
FOAM MATTRESS

Open from 8 AM to 8 PM Tuesday thru Saturday
No Appointment Necessary
Phone 9U1-479-1702

HELEN'S W IG
ONE MILE OF EAST FULTON ON EAST STATE LINE HWY.)
(JUST PAST THE COUNTRY CLUB)

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Decorate a room this weekend!

LATEX WALL PAINT IS EASY
TO APPLY, BEAUTIFUL TOO...
.,̀,tossoO• WittslO5
SUPER

Kelm
Tone

Over 700 colors are
waiting for your
Holiday Decorating
plans, choose your
color today and save.

$ 6.95
GALLON
Regular $8.59

Railroad Salvage
Compaay

Next Door To Travelers Inn Motel
Larry and Carol Heath, Managers and Operators
FOR FAST TAKE-OUT, USE OUR DRIVE-IN WINDOW

&Taxa
HOME- MADE CHILI

5k

Fried Chicken — Pizza — Hamburgers
Bands — Thur. Friday and Sat. Rites

Sunday Open 5 p. m.to 8 p. m. 479-9082

LATEX ENAMEL IS ALSO EASY TO
APPLY. TOUGH AND SCRUBBABLE...
Painting woodwork
and 1nm is just as
s:mple as wall painting when you use
latex enamel

$8.50
GALLON

Regular $9.49

STANDARD COLORS

44A/wefddidaa
VINYL
WALLCLOTH

so,
—Martin Highway, South Fulton

4"

•

UP

ITS VINYL SURFACE LOCKS
IN COLOR—BLOCKS OUT DIRT!

awdeeepezst

CARPETING
IN NEW-EXCLUSIVE DECORATOR
SHADES AND PATTERNS
STYLE PERFECT CARPETS
xaowsx

vothOul

Take Advantage
of This
Tremendous Sale

SINGLE ROLLS REGULAR $4.35 to 14.75
NOW ONLY —$3.70 to $4.04
SAVE 15%

DAIRY mai OF SOUTH FULTON

NOW
ONLY

EVERYDAY
1.01A/ PRICE]
Quality Wigs Al

The Somali Republic in northeast Africa was formed in July,
1960, by a merger of British Somaliland and neighboring Somali, a United Nations trust territory that formerly was Italian
Somaliland.
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During the month of November - Helen will give away
(One each week) to some lucky
person. No obligation - - - Just
come in and register. You do
not have to be present to win.

Kentucky Baptists
To Meet„Nov. 10-12

Anti-Perspirant

1Ck00

D —
10V. 10 - 11

_
ktf-TON. KENTUCKY
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.
"
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WV. 8 9
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KNOXVILLE — The Ten
nessee Valley Authority raises
and lowers the water levels in
its mainstream lakes about a
foot each week during the
summer months to control lakebreeding mosquitoes.

SUPER SAYINGS
Ai Evans Drug

k Union City

OV. 6 - 7
ATURE
T 6:45

TVA Battles
Mosquitoes
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$4.95 to $10.95
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Bulldogs
Batter
Lone Oak
RLTON, Ky. — An 87-yard
scaring run by halfback Steve
ENCkSen keyed the Fulton City
offensive attack and led the
Bulldogs to a 12-0 win over the
visiting Lone Oak Purple Flash,
In -a contest Friday night.
aricksen, a 170-pounder, took
the ball at :55 in the first guarter,and stormed upfield for the
touchdown.
At 6:22 in the final period,
Check Curtis grabbed a Charles
Whitnel pass and trotted into
the end zone from 29 yards out
for. the TD.
The Oakers had two scoring
driVes foiled—one in the first
period and another in the third
stoma — by Bulldog intercepDogs.
eulton City, now 7-2 on the
season, will travel to Trigg
Connty Friday night.
The Oakers suffered their
thitd consecutive loss and are
4-3 on the season. They will
host Christian County in a
hoinecoming contest Friday.
.•
Loire Osk
Pullen City
od—Steve
far

GEN!

DAN
PRICES GOOD
THRU NOV.7

even

and I
ALLGOOD

ALLGOOD

for 11

SLICED

BACON

RIB ROAST

0 00 0— 0
6 0 0 6-12
Ericksen, 137 -run; pass

— Chuck Curtis, 299... from
Chprie• Vihanti: pass railed.

WE
LIMIT

4th

4

The rare birth in captivity of
chimpanzee twins, a male and
ailemale, has been reported In
San Antonio, Texas.

— PLEASE
5th
Ribs

W/$5.00 ADDITIONAL
1st 3 Ribs

Thur., Fri., Sat., Sun.
Nov. 5-6-7-8

Mre* NOs-NO
iiVisam•lotoi[ow. [ AO

PURCHASE OR MORE

"59t Bacon
liP
Hamburger
Ground Beef Lb 69t Sliced Bacon Lb 69
Ends St Pieces4 LB.8011 29 Pork Cho s Lb 69
Lb

Lb 95C
Rib Steak
"59t
Perch
GOLDEN FRIED
Haddock......Lb.79t

GOLDEN FRIED

Color by DeLuxe

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

A&P VAC PAK

BACON

4 LOIN SLICED

Milk..1

E
PT

***************

GREEN

SMALL CAN

iYUKON CLUB

NAUGHTY GIRL
Don Kay
***************

SCOTTIES REGULAR OR
CALYPSO COLORS

A8,1) IS GIANT 10c SALE !

--PLUS
***************

79A

FISCHER S MELLWOOD

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

GRAIN FED BEEF

UC Cabbage
Beverages 16 OZ. BTLS. 10t Evaporated
urnips
t TFRESIf
Beverages
Scouring Pads BOX
6 OZ. CAN 10
Rutabagas
Al& or CARNATION SMALL
Sauce..
Mushroom
t
Evaporated Milki
Cucumbers
Toothpicks
SUNNY FIELD
FR ESH

YUKON CLUB

SCOTCH BRITE

120Z. CANS 10

CA

0

t

FRESH

IDEAL

A&P

C
10-oz, Pkg. 10

Thursday thru Sat.
Double Feature
C-H-I-L-L-S (GP)

ox 10 Tomalo Soup

Tnd

GOLDEN
RISE 1(A),
BISCUITS

BETTY (ROCKER

Bouquet stainless
tableware
by CONtiNTRY
THIS WEiK'S FEATURE

DINNER KNIFE
Reg. Prim 99r

Mat

CIGARETTES

A&P

INSTANT COFFEE
10-oz. $1.19
r

100's

Reg.& King

$2.73

$2.62

acui

Sun. thru Tues.

111E FIRSTOF THE

A&P

Jane Parker

Freez-Dried Coffee
4-oz. 69c

POTATO CHIPS
12-oz. Box 49c

(

Spe

OINS67,:c.1
HEINZ
KETCHUP

HEINZ
TOMATO
KETCHUP

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat., Nov. 7
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon per customer

AP - S„ISAN
11.9g9DS63I1
LIPTON'S
INSTANT
TEA

TOMATO
IIETCHUP

WITH COUPON

a)

DI

LIPTON'S
INSTANT
TEA

(3 OZ. IAN)

894

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only al A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat.. Nov. 7

This I nola sewn-

hes sent ken writhing Ile It

110Z.
BTLS. 3169

Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon per customer.

30Z.
JAR

• Mail 1 Palmolive Liquid Lanni (King Six)
and 3 Palmolive Gold Wrappers

II St OFF)
32 OZ. DTI..

Te

• And est your ...

WITH COUPON

39c
It OFF)

SEE DISPLAY FOR DETAILS
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Four Students
Honored At
Fulton High
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Fulton, Ky.

to represent the school as "Out.
standing Teenagers of America.'
Chosen for tte nonor wert
FULTON, Ky.,
-Prin- Steve Ericksen Bob Nanney
cipal Bobby Snider today an- Louella Puckett and Becky
nounces the four Fulton City Smith. All are seniors.
They were selected on the
High School students nominate

Page 3

basis of leadership ability, unusual talents, academic achievement, community or school
service, extra-curricular activities, or sports activities, by a
secret ballot vote of the faculty.

'.
1
V

DAN TAYLOR has been out getting
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.
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•00
.
40

*
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4.7.40P
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every 1969 and 1970 Model Chevrolet

/

and Buick available that will qualify

Lead the Class in
BuffyandJodyShoes

for the "OK" USED CAR SYMBOL.

by

-----'4

\
,,e4 4

0,,f 1
,

I.
'30

\\*".-...

MISS JUDY KAY HENDERSON

Taylor Chevrolet • Buick
'Ilkore the best deals are TAYLOR MA1E"
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" - •
Jimmy Faulkner, Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus
Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spraggs or Dan Taylor.

PHONE 412-2

311 HIGHWAY

A November wedding is being
planned by Miss Judy Kay Henderson and Robert C.Shadowens
Jr. The couple's
engagement
and forthcoming marriage is announced today by the
brideelect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ershel Henderson of Route
3,
Union City. Parents of the future bridegroom are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Clyde Shadowens
of Route 1, Fulton.
Miss Henderson, a graduate of
South Fulton High School, now
Is employed at the Fulton Bank.
She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M.P. Henderson of
Route 3, Union City and of Ray
Moss of Route 4, Fulton
and
the late Mrs. Moss.
The bridegroom-to-be graduated
from Fulton
County
High School and is employed by
the Lc. Railroad at Fulton.

He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde
Shadowens
of
Carbondale, Ill., and of Russell
Cox of
Carbondale and Mrs.
Marion Jones of Chicago.

Be the leader of your class
in Buffy and Jody shoes by Acrobat.
The very same shoes you see Buffy and Jody wearing
each week on the CBS television show,"Family Affair."©
The swingiest styles, the kickiest colors—designed to
keep you always in front! Be a leader. Go back to school in
shoes made specially for Buffy and Jody by Acrobat. At...

The couple will
exchange
their vows November 29
at
2:30 o'clock in the afternoon in
the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
at Fulton. A reception will follow in the home of the bridew
groom's parents.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky
r Columbis Broadcesting System Inc 1970

N

DOUBLE KNITS

100% POLYESTER
2 - Piece Spanish

Living Room Suite
$110.00

Young Timer Shoe Company, s division of 03•1,98C0

ONE RACK

I

Ladies' Dresses

Solids and Prints, 60” Width Values to $8.00

Marked Down To As Low As

Now $3.98 Yd.
Ladies' Winter Coats

HALF PRICE

Plaid midi-length, corduroy wet look and
Fluffy Pile Large Assortment Your Choice

LADIES' FALL
Washable — Sizes 34- 48 100% Acrylic
Assorted Colors

Cardigan Sweaters

$11.88 to $28.00

Mattress and Box Spring

$69.95 the set

Colgate Instant Shave
Lime and Regular — Regular Price 79c

Special 38c
Munsey Corn Popper

VYNAL

RECLINER

3 Quart — Complete With Cord

$54.50

LADIES' 100%

Waterproof Boots
WARM LINED

DISH WASHER

$164.00

COFFEE MAKER
Only $5.88
SHEET BLANKETS
Pastel Colors, 70 x 90 — If Perfect $3.00

Only $1.49

Speed Queen Electric Clothes Dryer $144.50
AUTOMATIC

9- Cup Automatic — Sparkling Aluminum

$4.00

CARPET

Men's C.P.O. Jackets
Lined — Asst. Plaids

Good Selection

Only $10.00
AQUA NET

$3.99 Square Yard

HAIR SPRAY
REGULAR $1.00

48c
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Phone

4724501

e St

Fulton K

EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION .ALWAYS

Fulton, Ky.
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UTM Improvements Okayed
By Trustees At Knoxville
Preparation of plans and sped,'
Educationfications for a new
Home Economics-Nursing buildon the Uniconstructed
ing to be
versity of Tennessee at Martin
campus has been authorized by
the beard of trustees.
Meeting in regular session at
Knoxville, the U-T board desfirm of
Nathan,
ignated the
Gassner and Brown of Memphis
as the architects for planning

the new structure.
In other
action, the board
approved the naming Of UTM's
the
as
building
humanities
D. Holt Building and
Andrew
the agriculture- biology building as the C E Brehm Buildwhose
ing. The two men In
honor the buildings were named are former presidents of the
University of Tennessee. The
humanities building was occu-

PANAMA-In Panama, voracious termites have been Imown
to chew their way safely

Involved in the program will
be students who are currently
employed by a recognized law
enforcement agency and others

I

Sy 10100
Mil

CAHERDANIE
is Gaelic-speakir
we found the v
other hotel help
ticularly rich brt

the minimum.

PUBLIC AUCTION

For if

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1970; 10:00 A.M.
MARTIN TENNESSEE
RAIN OR SEINE - LUNCH MILL 51 SERVED

STREET OM 4513,
SALE WILL GE HELD oN THE PROPERTY AT $1 LEE STREET IN MARTIN -JUST OFF ELM
TURN EAST AT CEMETARy. WATCH FOR SALE ARSON.

"SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE"
REAL ESTATE
FRAME NOME ON DEEP LOT WITH GARDEN SPACE.
THIS HOME HAS I BEDROOMS, LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM. KITCHEN BATH, 2 PORCHES. GAS HEAT,
HARDWOOD FLOORS AND SOME KNOTTY PINE
INC.

IF YOUR INTERESTED IN A FALL LOCATED HOME IN
MARTIN THEN ATTEND THIS SALE. THIS HOME NEEDS
SOME REPAIR & DECORATING BUT A SMALL AMOUNT
OF MONEY & TIME WILL PUT THIS HOME IN EXCE/J-ENT
CONDITION.

SELLERS SILL PAY 1570 TAXES.
TERMS - 21% CASH DOWN DAY OF SALE - AAAAA CE WITHIN 48 DAYS.

FURNITURE & ANTIQUES
DUNCAN FIFE TyPE COUCH & CHAIR, DESK & CHAIR, TABLES, OIL LAMPS, GLASSWARE, MIRRORS, PICTURE
DEM
FRAMES, PIANOS BENCH, OCASSIONAL CHAIRS, BOOKS, CHEST OF DRAWERS, CLAW FOOT TABLE, SCHOOL
TOY TRAIN & TRACK,
OAK DRESSER, LIBRARY TABLE, BEDS, METAL WARDROBE, ELECTRIC HEATERS, TRUNKS,
TABLE,
DINING
BUFFETT,
REFRIGERATOR. COOK STOVE, REFRIGERATOR, NEW FAN, DINETTE TABLE & CHAIRS,
MANY WALL ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT....

RACHEL BLACKSTOCK ESTATE
Mrs. C. A. Caddas, Co-Executor
Ph. 442-3389 4146 Exall Rd. Paducah, Ky,

ALEXANDER AUCTION & REALTY SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

Calloway County, and Miss Carol Cardwell
of Innen County.

FARM BUREAU ROYALTY - Winners in
the Kentucky Lake District Farm Bureau
King and Queen contest are Randy Lee 01

District Farm Bureau Winners
The Kentucky Lake District
Farm Bureau held its annual
King and Queen contest in conjunction with the Di% ision I
and II talent contests Monday
evening in the Kentucky Dam
Village auditorium.
The entire program was under the supervision of Mrs.
Bradford Bussey, First District
chairwoman. The 1970-71 First District
Queen is Miss Carol Cardwell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Cardwell of Hickman. The new
King is Randy Lee, son of Mr
and Mrs. Edward Lee of Dexter.
Winner of the junicr talent is
Miss Margaret Ann Reynolds,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Reynolds, Cadiz. Miss Suellen
Johnston, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ike Johnston. also of
Cadiz, captured the senior talent honors. Both girls entertained with piano solos.
These four winners will compete for state honors Nov. 16
during the state Farm Bureau
Convention in Louisville
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•Automatic oven

2.

30-60-90
OAVS %AM.
AS CASH

.
3

1ei:har9
.
EP:

timer ...clock
and minute

tinter.
.
• Appliance
1•

outlet
no drip
Cooktop edge...
Exterior oven
switch ...

• Freezer holds
up 10 64 pounds
-has 2 flex-grid
ice trays

TURNER

J331L

storage drawer.
49'Ni-style
backsplash ...
Infinite heat
controls for
hi-speed
surface
units.

ICE
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TA,12sE

G.E.PERSONAL
TV
-

•1

with cooldown period

3 heat selections
and variabletimed dry control

• Fotir-way venting
... friction doorlatch for safety

.

--._
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:
-

s69.05 •
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3900

41014

Easily portable-lust 101
2 lbe.
/
of viewing pleasure.
•Una In children's
playroom. den, kitchen.
•All-channel reception.
•Big 9" screen
(diagonal mmurement).

a
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t
WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

,A,,IN

2.

master charge

3. MOE

Tires led batteries priced cempetitevely at the fellewieg Dealer:
CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th I Depot Woe, Ky.

• GOODYEAR
SERVICE FuL
STNO
, K.rrucu
RES
USE OUR EASY PAY NAN,
•

ARMOU1
POTTEI

MEI

Ph

.OW01

:

100 WEST STATE LINE
000
•
*STORE HOURS: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday thru Fridayt8:00 AM to 500 PM on Saturday.

•
•
•
•

CARNAT:

e.
-.

.-
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AP

MILI
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• Porcelain enamel
top and clothes
drum

ODE5200U

KRA

---

$1

E STORES:
SERVIC
* GOODYEAR
2AY PLAN! nnuroN, KENTualcy
-1
721
USE OUR EAS4Y
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• Huge vegetable
bin holds 9/10
bushel
• Butter compartment and egg
shelves

.i • Fperamtuarne,nt_press
r] . . . T--------""H•
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.e..”...rivirm I 4.,,

2 LB. E

GE HIGH-SPEED
ALL FABRIC DRYER

Tubeleso Flys Fed. Ex
Elackwall
Tax and
Price
Old Tina
$10.00
$1.94
$15.00
$1.75
$111.45
$2.04
$22.45
$2.17
$22.45
$2.19
523.30
$2.33
$23.30
$2.36
425.40
$2.53
S29.411
$2.57

umem......„,,.

$18800

'229°°
,.

,

99
,
2
..-51
•-i,
"",..•••r• • 1-•
Mows
....
-4-Itliz'

• Low tempera' litre chiller
- - - tray holds up
tO 19 pounds,.
just the thing
for drinks and
desserts

Removable

Size 7.00 x 13, 6.95 x 14 or 5.60 x 15
tubeless blackwall plus $ .75 to $1.14
Fed. Ex. Tax per tire and old tire

GOODYEAR-THE ONLY MAKER OF FOLYGLAS* TIRES

Di

GE 11.5 CU. FT.
DIAL DEFROST
REFRIGERATOR

has removable
picture-window
door, eye-appeal
styling, easy
cleaning.

--.

446.*
PS

BRAND NEW "SURE GRIP]" TIRE

usr OM RAIN CHICK PROGRAM amuse of an expected heavy
demand for Goodyear tires, we may run out some sizes during
Sri, offer, but we ciii be happy to order your sin tire at the
advertised price end issue you a rain check for future delivery
of the merchandise.

,4

Big lighted oven

STOPFOR
AUTO
SERVICE

6.95 0 14
5.60x 15
7.34 X 14
7.75 x 14
7.75 x 15
5.25 x 14
8.25 x 15
8.55 x 14
8.55 is 15

4,

TISS

Stereos, TV's, and all major appliances reduced to
save you time and money. Don't get caught this year
In the Christmas traffic. Sale ends Saturday night.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
MINCH RANGE
_
,
•
cr **44)nr
-•_

low priced way
logo in snow
I.
WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

a-

b

•Triple-tempered nylon cord construction
•Double shoulder cleats for grip and go
•Full four ply

SCOTT'S
AM11111=11

\
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Built Deep to Bite Deep

A

s. y.r.
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PHONE: OFFICE 5874722
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
104P••••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••41

%/ TIRES
%,/ BATTERIES
%/ BRAKES
1,/ MUFFLERS
A/ SHOCKS
V ENGINE
TUNE-UP
1,/ LUBE
%,/ ALIGNMENT
A/ OIL
CHANGE

Econ
Holid
AI
&

6-PAK BEER. . . 95c
FULL CASE . . $3.70
CIGARETTES . $2.75 Cm.

for law enforcement
demand
education as reflected by the
President's Commission on Law
Enforcement arid the Tennessee
Law Enforcement Commission.

who meet

through arsenic to get at wood.
They can bore through lead
shielding or five inches of concrete In search of a meal.

Termites Pierce Lead

pied in 1968 and the agriculture-biology building in 1951.
Also approved for UTM was a
Arta
two-year Associate of
program in Law Endegree
by
forcement. Final approval
the Tennessee Higher Educanecesbe
will
Commission
tion
sary before it can be implemented. The new program is designed to meet the increasing
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108 WEST STATE LINE
PHONE 472-1000
•
• STORE HOURS: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday thru Friday &00 AM to SAM PM on Saturday

SUGAR

With this
big Milk i
11 - 4 - 71

••••

)get at wood.
through lead
inches of con' a meal.

Economy Irish
Holiday Watchword
AMOR
POINTS
MINOR, TOO
Sy 1101IDON M allANNSTROM

CAHERDANIEL,Ireland: This
is Gaelic-speaking country, so
we found the waitresses and
other hotel help to have a particularly rich brogue. With the

highly-competent Robert Evens
as the dining room captain at the
Derrynane Hotel we enjoyed an
excellent dinner as we sat by a
window table and watched the
twilight glow bathe the rocky
cliff at water's edge. The dinner
(and this is Gaelic country remember) began with meaglam
biana mhara and then included
anraith oxtail, gliomach broiled
agos ris, tratai griolata, piseanna
gairdin, pratai lyonnaise and
either torthai stobachaithe agos

custard or rogna den na cais Irish Aer Lingus, because econgaelach, plus caifc. Translated omy remains the watchword of
that comes to a fresh prawn tourist promotion efforts.
cocktail, thick oxtail soup,
broiled lobster and rice, grilled
The Ring of Kerry is a pleastomatoes, garden peas and lyon- ant two-day drive, starting from
naisc potatoes, a compote of Killarney and skirting Dingle
fruit and custard or selection of Bay en route to Waterville and
Irish cheeses, plus coffee. Price Caherdaniel and then back by
was $3.60, plus 121
/
2% service way of Parknasilla and Kencharge and tax. The view alone mare. From Caherdaniel to the
was worth the price!
Shannon Airport is 126 miles.
Rates during the hotel season One can leave the hotel at 8
are $4.20 per person per day in a.m. and arrive in Shannon in
May and October, $4.80 in June plenty of time to have an hour
and September and $6.60 in July in the duty free shop before the
and August. A room with full Irish Aer Lingus afternoon flight
three meals costs from $8.15 to for home. When we return,
$11.40, depending on the season. however, we want more time,
Imagine a coastal resort with a perhaps a week or more in this
charge of $8.15 per day for room area with so much peace and
and meals! You can in Ireland, natural beauty.
according to Terry Houghton of

'TAILGATING is an invitation to disaster, says the Allstate
Motor Club. A great percentage
of highway crashes come from
following too closely. Practice
INTERVAL whenever you
drive!
• ••
PURELY PERSONAL: The
Upper Midwest is at its best
in late summer and early fall,
when the heat and humidity
of summer are gone and before
the chill of winter arrives
my favorite view of all, and
I've traveled much of the world,
is that of Mt. Rainier from
Puget Sound near Seattle
and one of the world's most
beautiful drives is that around
the Olympic Peninsula in the
State of Washington
other
great scenic drives, of course,
are the Ring of Kerry in Wes-

tern Ireland and the Amalfi
getting your
Drive in Italy
tires checked at a service station
isn't the easy task it used to be,
and the attendants invariably
forget to check the spare
most littered streets and roads
I've seen anywhere: Those in
cleanest
and near Nassau
streets and roads: Those in Ireland.
•••
OH HAPPY DAY
Woman's lib is here to stay
So I got my wife a job today!
—George Early.
FAVORITE JOKE
Witness: "No, I didn't actually see him bite off the guy's ear."
Judge: "What are you presuming to givers idenceabout?"
Witness: "I saw him spit it
out."

In the spring a young man's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts
of love, until his ykife hears
about it and threatens to cut off
his allowance.
— Don I. Frankel.
•• •
Flight 928's Captain, 42-yearold Tom Bredis, was told of the
shooting in the tail section of
one of the plane's stewardesses.
— Loveland (Colo.) ReporterHerald.

South Falba

You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY

II

The Prim,In This Ad Good From Wednesday
8:00A. M.Till 8:00 P. M.Tuesday
(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES)

410•1110.41041v•al

tivi

, GA

144,

LBS.
OR
10 LBS.

COUNTRY similar

29c

95c Y RS 23
590
WHOLE

LB.

With Coupon Below And $5.00 Order Excluding Pak and Tobacco Products
! LARA LYNN
it
SCOTT'S 4 ROLL PAK.

d to
year
ht.

TISSUE

If cRAcKERs

PAK'

DRINKS
TURNERS'

CHICKASAW SLICED

BACON

16 OZ.25

French

con

RO ST

CANS $11118

89

49
3 LB. $3
CAN

(ON

,,11 11)YCC

rement).

0.411011•11011040

1ES

4TUCKY

on Saturday

1

lb.

69.0

LB.

IIIIII iL

LB.

KING COTTON

HEINZ OR GERBERS
4 3/4 oz. JarsSTRAINED

12 OZ. PAK.

8 OZ. CANS

FRYER PARTS

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACK & NECKS
LIVERS
GIZZARDS

ARMOUR STAR
SLAB
WHOLE OR
HALF

JAR

tItchen.
piton.

HENS
FRESH

FRESH PORK

Brains
Phut Butter 89c
FLOUR
BISCUITS BABY FOOD 1 1 NKs
ALL BRANDS

just 101
/
2 lb..
Lire.

49t

"A" GRADE 5 to 7 LB. AVG.

MISS LIBERTY

i

25 lb. $
Bag

AL

THCOB
IC
.E
UF
.S
I R.SC
UT

49 BEEF LivERL8.49
_
_
BACON
4
1
39c
0
10
NT _ FREEzELimit t 19
3_90
Hamburger lb. 90mm.
3
3AN 57c Detergent 89
61041
TISSUE
Pork&Beans
9 ,.ANS
SACRAMENTO
BEANS
COCKTAIL
ESSON
690
TUNA ,2 39c POT TOES
25c
MEAT
NAs
,
N
EsRIPE
1
P
BAKE MASTER

WAGON TRAIL 2 1/2 lb. jar

TA I2SE

LB.

A

MORRELL CANNED

5

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE
303 SIZE CANS

picNics

LB.

Frier35c HAM

Frozen Garden Delight

ICE MILK

SMOKED
REELFOOT SMO

3%CliiIi

6 Bottle Carton
WITH
All Brands
COUPON
Regular Size
Plus Bottles or Deposit

1/2 Gal.

teilte."

11117411111

5

THE FUNNY PAPERS
Jays said that after 14 orbits
and 20 hours in space Soyuz 9
was circling the earth every 89.05
minutes 132 to 166 inchesabove
the earth.
— San Francisco Chronicle.
The police said he had been
charged with an assortment of
traffic violations, including running a stop sign and driving
with impaired abilities. He was
sad to have been alone in his
car.
— N.V. Times.
•• •
Assembly President Emilio
Arenales of Guatemala stood
with Thant at the head of the
deception line, with other officials.
—Chicago Tribune.

Signs of the Times: At optometrist's: "There are tvvo
things I'd like to make very
clear"
At a hike shop: "We
need your help in peddling
these—

For /our Shopping ConvenienceOPEN SUNDAY - 9.7

11
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LB.

.

Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 29c
Lb. ik
Lb. 99c
Lb. 39c

/

FRESH GROUND 3 lbs. or more

"2" at this PricePenn Champ
Permanent Type

A

sliced smoked

lb.

GALLONS

CARNATION 13 oz. Cans

MILK

VAN CAMP

LIQUID SWEETHEART 32 01

CS

mi

300 size

SCOTT FACIAL

200 ct.8

ea.

0 L

FOR

303 SIZE C

48 oz.

OR $1 Teenie Weenie Cut Green

303 SIZES FOR

ARMOUR'S 3 oz. cans
POTTED
cans

DEL MONTE 6 1/2 oz. cans

WHITE RUSSET
OR WASHED RED

A

can

20 LB. BAG

MORTON'S
FROZEN
20 oz.

— LIBERTY COUPON —
—SAVE 40c —

ECU _ _ _ 5Lbs.29c

10 Lbs.05c

With this coupon and 95.00 purchase. Excludleg Milk and Tobacco Products. Counosi Good
11 - 4 - 70 thru 11 - 10- 70.

GOLDEN

APPLE-CHERRY-PE+CH

FOR

nu mei

i

LB.3

$

— LIBERTY COUPON —
.T1M DANDY

il 11
1

25 ph

•
•

1

— LIBERTY COUPON

(Save 38c)

ALL REGULAR ST=
• DIMS I Mlle Cht.
$L80.
•
(Plus Bottles or Deposit)

•

39c

0

ICEBERG
LARGE HEADS
EA.

ID

EXPIRES NOV.10, 1970

LETTUCE

EXPIRES NOV.10, 1970

..aididiadidiadidias ••••••••••••••••••••••••• —"••••••••••••
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So MUCH_
for so LI
*******
Only 51 pe
to rea
6,500 Ho

... the world leader in sound reproduction 'rings you stereo—
Consoles • Component Systems • Tapes • Radios • Portables

...Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonographs
will enrich the lives of your entire family with beautiful
music; and their superbly crafted cabinetry will be a
lasting expression of your good taste.

gnankrec.
... the world leader in sound reproduction, brings you
stereo—Consoles• Component Systems•Tapes•Radios

FOR SALE: 48
Honey for only
Holmes Street in
COOK W
shift-6:000 a. tn.
Truck Stop at Sh
see. Top wages.

DELUXE 4-PC. ASTRO-SONIC STEREO
FM/AM/PHONO SYSTEM

Come in and discover the
new world of listening
enjoyment that can be
yours with Astro-Sonic
Stereo! You'll experience
spectacular Concert Hall
realism— with outstanding
tonal quality —from your
favorite recordings,
exciting Stereo FM,
noise-free and drift-free

Air-Suspension
speakers bring you
lower, smoother
bass plus increased
treble brilliance.
Hear the Magnavox
difference today!

Maltohi
MOBILE H

— teller
— Beller
— Beller
wifl

Monaural FM, powerful
AM radio, or optional
Magnavox tape equipment.
Select from over twenty
Astro-Sonic models—
priced from only

8329.50

Open 7 Da
— Rank Ra

Makohir

... advanced acoustical engineering! Old-world Spanish model 3763
Fine furniture artistry.
and the two styles below offer: 50-Watts EIA music power, Micromatic Player that lets your records last
a lifetime, new Air-Suspension Speaker System with two 10" Bass Woofers and two 1,000 cycle horns,
plus complete audio control functions. Each also has provisions for optional Magnavox remote speakers,
headphone,and tape recorders /players. Isn't it time you treated yourself to magnificent Magnavox?

Now—enjoy the same magnificent sound found in famous Magnavox Astro-Sonic
consoles! Model 9295 is a custom stereo music system expertly pre-matched to bring you
optimum performance--from exciting Stereo FM, noise-free and drift-free Monaural FM,
long-range AM radio reception and your favorite recordings. And—if that's not enough—
you can add tape components! It includes: 100-Watts EIA music power, two 10" High Compliance and two 1,000 cycle Exponential Horns in an Air-Suspension System for
extraordinary sound reproduction, deluxe Micromatic Player with Cue Control and Stylus
Pressure Adjustment, plus complete audio controls for the ultimate in listening pleasure—as
well as highly reliable solid-state circuitry for years of trouble-free operation. Come in and
hear the better sound that Magnavox custom stereo systems offer you!

MOBILE
2067 East R
UNION CITY,
Phone

Ever-popular Early American styling
—model 3762 (left). Concealed swivel
casters, on all models, permit easy moving. Tasteful Contemporary—model
3761 (right). As with all styles, sound is
projected from both cabinet sides and
front to extend thrilling stereo separation.

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL
STEREO FM/AM/PHONO
SYSTEM.
Optional Cart—
affords wonderful
room -to-room
mobility—or enjoy
this System on
tables, shelves, or
bookcases—
anywhere in your'
home!

Enjoy a new dimension in listening pleasure
—from exciting Stereo FM, noise-free and
drift-free Monaural FM, long-range AM,
and your favorite recordings! Model 9274
—just one of many Magnavox solid-state
music systems that are expertly prematched fir optimum performance—
projects sound to a full 360° from four
"duo-omni-directional" speakers in an
Air-Suspension System. Each dramatically
styled sealed speaker enclosure has a 6"
and a 3" speaker. Other features include:
20-Watts EIA music power, Stereo
Headphone Jack, Tape Play and Record
Jacks, complete audio controls, plus
exclusive Micromatic Record Player that
lets your records last a lifetime.

Now you can enjoy magnificent Magnavox sound... in compact,expertly pre-matched
music systems that go anywhere with complete flexibility of arrangement—smaller rooms,
apartments, mobile homes—on tables, shelves, or bookcases. And—you may connect them
yourself in just minutes. Model 1711 has 10-Watts EIA music power, two full-range AirSuspension speakers, no-drift FM /AFC, tuned RF Stage on FM, FM Stereocast Indicator,
plus many more features for outstanding listening. Magnavox Micro-Changer, model 8883
(only $45) may be added for a complete Radio-Phonograph system. Hear it soon!

4-pc. Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phono System—
model 9290 with: Precision Automatic Recria Player;
20-Watts EIA music power; four high fidelity speakers
in Air-Suspension Speaker System; provisions for
Magnavox tape and headphone accessories. Complete
with dust cover (not shown)—$279.90

New Magnavox Micro-Changer
—model 8883, with 8" turntable, 4speeds and slide controls, may be
used with FM /AM Radio Systems for
a complete Stereo Radio-Phono System—you must hear it I Only-1145.

Southerh
In downt
as the tar
Western T
of instrum
shop for
in all Instru
This sto
been ma
_makes of
medal also
the pure!'
piano for as
music 'tor
operation.
Union city,
Any msmbe
are the on
Organs.
Christmas,
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CUE—
MUCK. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5c per word
to reach
6,500 Homes

SO
So

FOR SALE: 48-ounce jars of
Honey for only $1.00 at 311
Holmes Street in South Fulton.

gs you
Radios

COOK WANTED: Morning
shift-6:000 a. m. to 2:00 p. m.
'Truck Stop at Sharon, Tensessee. Top wages. Call 472-3490.

R E0
"Good Man Over 40
for abort trips surrounding
Fulton. Contact customers.
We train. Air mail A. S.

Bids Asked On 3 Projects

FOR SALE: The homeplace Terry-Norman PTA
of the late Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
For
McClellan containing ilgti acres. Meets Thursday
Two new construction projects
Good land and buildings. Seal- Membership Night
ed bids will be received until
The have been announced for bids,
FULTON, Ky.,
than
January 1st for not less
new board of directors of the Dick Meacham; membership,
$500.00 per acre. We reserve Terry-Norrnan PTA was an- Mrs. Bob Craven and Mrs.
the right to reject any and all
nounced today by the president, Donnie Robinson; publicity,
bids. For more information
Mrs. Ron Laird.
Mrs. Dawson Huddleston; decontact Margaret Wade, FulServing as vice-president is votional, Mrs. J. L. Jones;
ton, Kentucky, Route Four.
Phone 838-6675, or G. W. Mc- Mrs. Frank McCann, and as publications, Mrs. Charles
Clellan, Crutchfield, Kentucky, second vice-president, Mrs. Wade Andrews.
The first meetting of the new
Route One. Phone 653-6670, Co- H a r,v e y Toalson; secretary,
Mrs. Roy Morrow; treasurer, school year will be held Thursadministrators.
Mrs. Bobby Hailey.
day at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
This has been designated as
$895 cash investment will
Committee chairmen include:
bring excellent return servic- Health and safety, Mrs. Robert Membership Night and a 100
ing U. S. Postage Stamp Ma- Van Doren; program, Mrs. Bill percent attendance and memchines. Write, Century Projects, Homra; room representative, bership is urged at this meet3051 Archer, Chicago, 60608.
Mrs. Don Campbell; hospitality, ing, Mrs. Laird said.
A nursery will he provided.
Mrs. Dick Armstrong and Mrs.
WANTED AT ONCE. Man
or woman to supply families
needing Rawleigh Products.
Part or full time. Make $4
hourly. Contact Mr. Babcock,
223 E. Main, Freeport, Ill.,
Phone 815-232-4161.
'RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Si.
Fulton, Ky

Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum

Corp., Ft.

Worth, Tex.

Matto hirr Parr
MOBILE HOME SALES

—Letter Homes
— Better Prices
— Better Service
p
•
Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rate Financing

Makshirr Parr

tro- Sonic
bring you
'aural FM,
enough10" Highiystem for
md Stylus
3asure— as
mle in and

MOBILE HOME SALES
2067 East Reelfoot Avenue
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Phone 1185-60.51

WANTED!
Cars With Square Tires

SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN
Can be seen locally. Will transkr to responsible party. Cash
or liberal terms. Write Credit
Manager, P. O. Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana 46176.

City Tire Co,
un W. State Line
B. Felten — Ph. 4714741

Marriage Ring
BEAVER DAM, Ky.
The operator of a restaurant recently posted this thought-provoker: "Marriage has a ring to
It — engagement ring, wedding
ring and suffering."

HOUSE MOVING
25 Years' Experience
re-matched
tiler rooms,
nnect them
-range AirI Indicator,
nodel 8883

Tipionville, Tenn.
Telephone 253-7594

SOUTHERN MUSIC INC.
227 S.First St. Downtown Phone 885-9141
UNION CITY,'TENN.

cro-Changer
" turntable, 4'Dols, may be
ho Systems for
io- Phono Systi Only-645.

Franchise Dealer for Hammond Organs—
Also Dealer for Wurlitzer Pianos & Organs—
Conn Organs—Planos---Band Instruments—
Ludwig Drnms—Fender—Gtbson & Gretsch
Guitars
Southerri Music, Inc. Is located at 227 South let. Street
In downtown Union City. Southern Music, Inc. Is known
as the largest music center in Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee. They have one of the largest selections
of instruments,accessories and a completely equipped repair
shop for repairing instrumenU. They also otter instructions

in all instruments by ounlified teachers.
This store Is dedicated tq serving the needs of music
lavers ano can show you a cOmp*s Use of nationally known

makes of instruments. You might like to mune about the
rental Dian on Instruments, where the rent cau Utl applied to
the purchase mice when you decide to buy. You can,rent a
piano for as little as $8,00 per month. This is your complete
music store and service is a very Important part of their
operation. It will be to your advantage to visit them at
Union City, or to make use of their service and repairs.
Any member of their staff will be happy to help you, They
are the only franchise dealer in this area for Hammond
Organs. What could be nicer than an instrument for
Christmas. for your home or family

FULTON, Ky., Oct. 30—Mrs.
C. D. Jones and Mrs. Jim Bushart shared the honors at a
luncheon given by Mrs. Gilson
Latta at her home on Third
Street.
Guests were seated at the dining table, which featured Madeira place-mats and a central
arrangement of pick tulle and
roses topped wttb .,a miniature
bride and groom.. rink candles,
entwined with ivy, burned in

$22.6 Billion
WASHINGTON — The value of
all U.S. crop production during
1969 is estimated at $22.63 billion, up less than one-tenth of 1
per cent from 1968.

Don't buy until you see our
selection of items that are New
This Year

NEW STORE HOURS
Monday thru Wednesday...8:am-6:pm
Thur—Fri—Sat
8:am-9:pm

Retail
Price $99.95

WINDEX

OUR LOW
DISCOUNT PRICE

Glass Cleaner

$7347

Full-size, 88-character keyboard
Magic* Margin controls
Magic* Meter
Touch Control* selector
Magic* Column Set and Clear
Full-size manual otters a host of exclusive Royal
typing features. Choice of Pica or Elite type styles.
Available in Frost Green Metallic (shown), Mist Blue
Metallic, Wheat. Handsome, luggage-style carrying
case included. Shipping weight 21 lbs., 2 oz

WINTER
CURES

See Our Complete
I Mien of Electric
and Manual Typewriters and Adding
Machines... all at
our Low Discount
Prices

By VICKS

39c 49aINDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH

,
VICKI
vapoRti

3.1 OZ
REG. $1.19

DRANO

79c
BEHOLD
94c

NECK THESE

FURNITURE POLISH

CSPECIALS

VICKS VI APO RUB
1.30Z
REGIS'

12 OZ.

5.8 OZ
REG. $1.85

29
'1
119c
45c
WICKS VATRONOL NOSE DROPS
39c
VICKS SINEX NASAL SPRAY
- 89c
99?
VICKS VAPO-STEAM
-

COUPON

-1"•• 4.04yeww,

KOTEX

REGULAR
OR SUPER

40-CT.
WITH COUPON
COUPON

SCOPE MOUTHWASH

2 OZ
1
/
REGULAR 65'

REG. $1.98
SUPER

99

C

SIZE

2 112. —
1
/
REGULAR $1.39

VICKS NYQUIL

NIONTIME
COLD
MEDICINE

6 OZ.
REGULAR $1.49

WA.
Vapo

LI101111 MEDICATION FOR STEAM.
REGULAR $119
1 Si.

$1°9

fg4.

20 OZ
GLASS BOTTLE

12 OZ
PLASTIC BOTTLE

or jacked up and leveled.

JAMES C. MOORING

The first Associated General
Contractors state convention is
scheduled Nov. 84 at the Campbell House In Lexington.
An Associated General Contractors membership campaign
begins Nov. 1. Applications
are available at the Associated
General Contractors office.
On an average siiinmer da‘ at
the South Pole, the temperattne
is about 20 degrees below zero
— a warm summer day when
consider the temperature
NOU
drops to 113 degrees below zero
in the wintertime,

Mrs. Latta
Honors Two
With Luncheon

NEW DECORATIONS

Houses and other buildings moved,

Free Estimates

Architect company, metropolis.

silver candelabrht on either side.
The guests of honor each received a corsage.
The guest list included: Mesdames C. D. Jones, H. L. Bushart, Jim Bushart, Elmer Mansfield, Sam Jones, Charles Holloway, Wilburn Holloway, Ward
Bushart, Glynn Bushart, Stanley Jones, Johnny Jones, Philip
Andrews and Miss Mary Swann
Bushart.

NEW GIFTS
NEW CHRISTMAS TREES

Wheels Balanced
WHEELS ALIGNED(

Architect Is Thomas A. Graham
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Visit Our Store And
See The Many New
Items Available for
Christmas This Year.

Tires Stolen
At Hombeak
An undetermined number of
new automobile tires
were
stolen Monday night or early
today from the old bank building
In Hornboak now being used for
tire storage by the Blackley
Chevrolet Company of Hornbeak.
Dwight Blackley, owner and
operator of the firm, said the
burglars apparently used a crowbar to prize the lock off the front
loot.
"We haven't been able to
determine exactly how
many
tires they got," Mr. Blackley
said. "It looks like they might
have been interrupted, however,
because we found three tires
outside, hidden in some shrubbery.,I
The burglary Was discovered
about 7:30 a.m., Mr. Blackley
said, and the sheriff's office
was notified.
The auto dealer said
the
building contains several different brands and sizes but
added that it appeared
the
thieves might have been most
interested in 14-Inch tiros.
Mr. Blackley said he Is offering is,300 reward for informa.
on"iftldtwItio-Mag— arrest and
conviction of persons involved
in the break-In.

according to the Paducah Office
of the Associated General Contractors.
Bids will be received by the
Department of Highways,
Frankfort, in the Division of
Contract Procurement until 9
a.m. Nov. 20 for repairs to roads
in Hickman, Fulton, McCracken,
Marshall, and Trigg counties.
Bids will be received until
730 p.m. Nov. 17 at the First
United Methodist Church, 420
Ferry St., Metropolis, Ill., by
the Building Committee for the
erection of a new sanctuary and
educational facilities and alterations to the existing building.

Fulton, Ky.

ban

,111111
BAN

ROLL-ON
BEODOR.

59c

11 OZ. - Reg. $1.119

“Diur
DEODOR.

Fulton, Ky.
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MAXI-SAVINGdi
6
inINSIWIN
rt
1111-AMie IONS Vat''SAVE!
WRITTEN IN THE SKY FOR ALL TO SEE IS THE HAPPY STORY OF WONDERFUL MAXI—SAVINGS
AT E, W, JAMES AND SONS!
••
KLEENEX 200's

FACIAL TISSUE
5 For $1
PARK LANE OR FESTIVAL

ICE CREAM

1/2 Gallon

59c

DEL SEY

BATHROOM TISSUE

4 ROLLS $1

SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S

ICE MILK

FRESH LEAN PORK

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

1/2 Gallon

45c

O'SAGE FREESTONE

WHOI F

FRYERS
23c

BOSTON BUTTS

Thurs.
Fri. &
Sat

lb.

Lb. 29c
CUT - UP - FRYERS
ROASTING CHICKENS _ _ _ _ Lb. 33c
Lb. 59c
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
Lb. 39c
Lb. 49c
GIZZARDS
Lb. 69c
LEGS
Lb. 23c
WINGS
Lb. 49c
THIGHS
Lb.
10c
NECKS
Lb. 19c
BACKS
PORK RIBS
lb. 59r

lb.

$1.15

KRAFT PARKAY

69
r,........., ,

PORK QUARTER

SUGAR

GRAPE JELLY 18-oz. 3 For _ $1.00

KOTEX
$1•09

.Beg. or Super 40's
Beg. $1.59
OLD JUDGE

lb. 89c

COFFEE
TERI

PAPER TOWELS
3
Big Boll

RI :HTEX

LIORTENING

3 Lb. 79c
KRAFT

SLICED CHEESE
Individually Wrapped

A 12 oz.

16-Slices Per Pkg.

‘f Pkg.

--41COUPON

ppm DRIVE
detergent

WITH PROFESSIONAL
STAIN REMOVER
ENZOIVE

0

99

REELFOOT

b. 4
C0outpo
SNi e
THIS
Limit 1 coupon per
box purchased

Expires 11-11-70
Heclottmable only at E.W. James & Sons
e

Lb. 69c

MED BACON
COUNTRY STYLE

RIBS

Lb.59c

------

303 Si,e

STOKLEY'S

GIANT - SIZE

9

SHOW BOAT

lb. 59C
C

PORK and BEANS 15-oz. Can ___ lOc
"91

5-lb bag
LIMIT I COUPON
PER FAMILY.

I

REELFOOT LITTLE CHIEF

Lb. 89c FRANKS
LAKE BRAND

lo

,

Lb. 39c

HOT DOGS-- - - -FREE COKE or SPRITE
Thur., Fri., Sat.

5 1:)..439
CELLO BAG

CARROTS
Pkg. 1Ot

AIR FRESHENER

9-oz.

59c

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP
59
Quart

ORANGE BEE 12-oz. 3For _ $1.08

Lb. 8c BANANAS

ORANGES

SUN COUNTRY

SEAL SWEET

HOME - GROWN

JUICY AND SWEET

BREAD
20-.
Loaf89
3

Lb. 59c

!MIMI PA Pfil NI RA P.II P.R PA P.R WI WI WI WIINSPA PA RN P.11 P.M PA PA WI PA PA Pfill BPI PAPA PIP CI WO 1111 Pfil WORN P./1 PA RN MI P.01

TURNIPS

HYDE PARK

e

(Whole or Half-Stick)

Lb. 99c BOLOGNA

VISKING HAM

10c Off
Label

PORK STEAKS

eee

(Whole or Half)

CHEER BPOOiDER
79

WASHING

FRESH LEAN TENDER

an 1 additional $5.00
purchase excluding milk
and tobacco products.

SIRLOIN STEAK
REELFOOT BONELESS

lb. 59c

SLAB BACON

**WITH THIS COUPON**

U. S. CHOICE

2

SWEET PEAS
$1
"oz.6 FOR

2 Lbs. 89c

PORK SAUSAGE

'

496

NEWPORT

FRUIT COCKTAIL 15-oz. 3 For 89c

CORN VALLEY

Lb. 10c
FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT

5 59t

COKES" SPRITES
4
oz

"
III

"

MARY LOU —CUT

GREEN BEANS

1 L 8 For $1.08

ilab.
g

JONATHAN

APPLES

3 39t
lb.
Bag

COFFEE PrdEAMER
2
11-oz.

MAGIC

SPRAY SIZING 22ox.

PE.W.JAMES

s9Ns, irt

KIWNG
I T H5

WITHOUT COUPON $1.49

e

Lb. 59c

LOIN SLICED

GODCHAUX
PURE CANE

KRAFT

Lb. 7k

PORK CHOPS

Ps

lb.

OLEO
lb. 25c

ALCOA ALUM

FOIL 18-in Reg.65c

LOIN CUT

CAT
O

Gallon

SWEET MILK

CHICKEN &
BEEF

_Lb. 79c

PORK CUTLETS

Lb. 55c

PORCEKNTECR

E. W. JAMES OWN

39t

REELFOOT WHOLE OR HALF SLAB

PORK CHOPS

2 V2 Size 25
Can

DINNERS
39k

BONELESS

END CUT

PEACHES

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

5111PERI:11rET
"MAXI-SA

P*5 1

FLOUR
kà 39
5

FLOUR

53,

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES
NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

